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Important Statehood Conference General Funston Will Have Fin
y
ished His Work by Tomorrow club Women See That Pledges
at Alvarado Hotel at
and Will Leave Camp With
Prominent New Mexicans
Are Fulfllled-Tak- es
Ef.
Governor Sparks-OperatComing to Attend
feet January 1.
Are Very Cautious.
Assemblages.

But One Wireless Was Received Tribunal Refuses Hearing of Re
Met-caThis Mornlna-Secreta- ry
ceivership Case and Says That
111
Was Too
to Review
Fine Might Have Been Much
Parade In Chesapeake
Greater Under the Statutes
111.
-- Judgment Not Excessive.
lf

;

2:30--Man-
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Under suspension of rules the city
council last night passed the ordiraising the saloon license in
nance
llusy Dajr Tomorrow.
ar- the city from $250 to $1,500 a year.
12:20 p. in. Governor'
The ordinance
becomes effective
4 rival arid reception.
January 1. Alderman Neustadt and
41
1:00 p. m. Luncheon
at Al- - 4
were
Beaven
only
voters against
the
4
varado.
the high license. Isherwood, a low
2:30 p. m. Important state-- 4 4
t
license advocate, was absent
hood conference at the Alvarado 4
Ordinarily
are exipected
Fifty strike-breake- rs
the ordinance would
4.30 p. m. Important meet- - 4
4
The have come up for only Its second
Ing of board of control of the 4 to arrive today from Arizona,.
last night.
Irrigation congress, the fair as 4 Roosevelt commission is today con- reading and amendment
But after it was discussed on its sec4 sociation and Commercial club. 4 sidering a statement of the Mine ond
movreading
Hanley
Alderman
association.
4 Owners'
4 EVERY ONE SHOULD
4
and Governor ed that the rules be suspended and
4
General Funston
4 Sparks will leave Goldtleld tomorrow the ordinance be considered read for
its third time.
morning.
Mrs. Margaret Medler, Mrs. D. A.
Owners Are Cautious.
Governor Curry will arrive In AlBittner, Mrs. K. G. Wilson and Mrs.
buquerque tomorrow and will spend
of
considerable
a
number
If
Baker composed a committee from
a busy day.
are being brought the Woman's club which was present
He had expected to come to this here It Is becoming evident that the to see that the city fathers who had
city tonight but owing to a alight at- plan is to quietly .bring them In by pleadged their votes for high license
tack of the grippe, he did not feel small lots and provide places tor would stand by their promises.
Alderman Wilkerson, mayor pro
able to make the trip. He will ar- lihem and put them to work with
rive here shortly after noon tomor- the least ostentation possible. The tem, told the councilmen that the
commissioners
labor
of
by
a number
United States
row and will be met
Woman's club had passed a resolu
people, particularly the members of are due here tomorrow. Both sides tlon favoring high license and ask
ed the members of the committee
the board of control of the. National say they will welcome the commis
Irrigation congress, members of the sioners. The union is positive or its from the club If they desired to
w
club
league.
Commercial
mut.
iiv tiuiciwa w.ti
statehood
SLaiemenc
the council.
attempted and that the strike will
"I don't think It Is necessary,"
and Territorial Fair asyoclatlon.
quietly.
settled
be
Mrs.
said
Bittner.
"I believe the
a
governor
will
attend
first
The
Today secretary ErD or tn Mine council Is well aware of how we
statehood conference, which will be Owners'
arassociation,
said
that
on
the matter."
held at the Alvarado hotel at 2:30 rangements are all made to bring In stand
"We don't want to take
the
Solomon
o'clock In the afternoon.
of miners from Califor- council's time," said another of the
Luna, H. O. Burum, R. E. Twltchell, ania,number
Idaho,
Arizona,
Montana,
Utah,
.
.
Colonel Hopewell and, a number of and Wyoming, and that 450 will ar committee women.
,
Amendment,
Kewdadt
Offers
other statehood ..advocates ..together rive soon. No information
to
ot the local statehood their movements or. when theyas will
with o
Then the city fathers got down 'to
league, will be present.
business. The ordinance was given
obtainable,
union
the
and
la
arrive
ICty Clerk Lee
At 4:30 o'clock a very important men characterize the statements as Its second reading.
had hardly had time to lay the documeeting of the board of control of false.
ment down on the table after reading
the National Irrigation congress, the
It before Alderman Neustadt gained
Territorial Fair association and the
the floor and offered the first amendCommercial club has been called to
assemble at the club rooms.
DARROW STILL ABSENT ment.
"I move, Mr. Mayor, that the sum
The governor will address those
."
of $600 be inserted Instead of
present on the National Irrigation
said the fourth ward alderman.
congress and on statehood.
Alderman Beaven seconded the
The meeting Is of prime ImportFROM PETTIBONE
motion, but It was lost by a vote of
ance to all since President Hopewell
five
to two, Beaven and Neustadt
apsaid today that it was planned to
voting for It and Harrison, Hanley,
point all committees, etc, and to
Hayden, Learnard
and Wilkerson
complete arrangements for the enteragainst it.
TRIAL
tainment of the big congress In order
terFavor
Four
Private Lionise.
that an active campaign over the
Alderman Harrison, father of the
ritory can be arranged.
high license ordinance,
offered an
Colonel Twltchell, of Las Vegas.
amendment adding a provision that
In a telephone message today Mated Wilson Resumes
With
Case,
no retail liquor license be granted to
that he would be present andIs take
houses of ill fame. Hayden secondthe
part in the proceedings. It
on
Cageman
Vindicator
comthe motion, but It was lost, Beavevery
ed
wish of the officers that
en, Wilkerson, Hanley and Neustadt
mitteeman and every citizen attend
against it.
voting
the Stand.
In order to facilitate matters In handAn amendment making the license
ling the great amount of work to be
payable
In advance Indone.
stead of quarterly as provided in the
There are several prominent men
17.
'Attorney
Boise,
Idaho,
Dec.
original
was
ordinance
offered by Alfrom other portions of the territory, Darrow was too 111 to attend the derman Hanley
and seconded by
who will likely attend and altogether Peltlbone trial again today and Ed- Learnard.
Neustadt said It would
It will undoubtedly be a big meeting. gar Wilson continued In charge of
be putting a hardship on the liquor
The governor has promised his the case for the defense.
to
to advance so much
dealers
have
and assistance
hearty
Chas. Johnson, who was a cage-ma- n money on their license and asked
and he chould be accorded the re1903,
In
mine
at
Vindicator
the
that It be left as It stood.
ception to which he Is entitled.
was the first witness. He told of the
iHanley and Learnard then withexplosion in which McCormick and drew the motion for amendment.
A
degave
a
killed.
He
were
Beck
provision providing for a committee
explosion In which to pass on applications for saloon liscription
of
the
TICKET SCALPERS WILL the two men lost their lives and told cense and with power to revoke liof talking to Orchard. On cross ex- censes was discussed, but the alderamination the defense showed that men decided to bring up a new ordithe witness had been summoned nance on that subject.
NEW
ASK FOR
and that his expenses were paid by
That dLsposed of the ordinance so
Detective agency of far as its second reading was conthe Pinkerton
Denver.
cerned. It had passed it unchanged.
A.. J. Naylor. of Victor, Colo., as"In view of the fact that there
sistant secretary to the Mine Owners' will be no more regular meetings of
association, who was a major in the the council this month and as this
state militia during the Cripple Creek ordinance Is supposed to go into efstrike, was called arid told of going fect the first of the year, I move, Mr.
to the IVndlcator mine after the ex- Mayor, that we suspend
the rules
111., Dec. 17.
The execu- plosion
and finding the bodies of the and consider the ordinance read for
Brok-.r.'
the Ticket
tive committee of begun
He
McCormick.
victims,
HanBeck
and
the
time,"
Alderman
third
said
a campaign Identified some wire, which was ley.
aiwlullon hns
to secure legislation requiring rail found near the Vlndivator after the
Ordinance Is Passed.
roads to sell tlcaets wnnoui me com- explosion, and some plleces of a reNeu"I object," said Alderman
pulsory signature of purchasers, volver, which were also found at the stadt.
Is an important ordi"This
rk int. ..linn la takAn haoaune of the scene of the explosion.
nance and I don't think it should
recent decision of the supreme court
be rushed through In this manner.
holding signature requirement io uo
It should take the regular course."
legal.
Harrison seconded Hanley's motion
INJUNCTION ISSUED
and the vote stood Harrison, Hanley,
Hayden, Learnard, Wilkerson In favor of suspension of rules and NeuBUILDING UNCLE SAM'S
IN BOYCOTT CASE stadt and Beaven against.
City Clerk Lee picked up the ordinance. "Will it be necessary for me
to read It:
LARGESJBAT1LESHIP
I've read It once toWashington, TJ. C Dec. 17. In night?" he asked.
so," said Acting
thing
and
"I
case
don't
the
of the Buck Stove
Mayor Wilkerson. "But does any one
Qulnty, Mass., Dec. 17. At the Range company of Kt. Louis against
American Federation of Labor, want It read?"
moment me gun oi umnoi &on the
"I do," said Neustadt.
the right of labor unions
fleet were roaring a farewell salute involving
to
boycott
business houses, which
Then the city clerk read the orat Fort Monroe, the first steel plate
to
organizations
dinance
for the third time. After
regard
labor
unfair
Dakota,
battleship
North
of the rrent
to be the largest battleship In the them. Justice Gould of the District lis reading Alderman Harrison movtoday
be passed. Hayden seced
it
court
equity
that
world with the exception or ner sis- of Columbia
a temporary Injunction pro- onded the motion and It passed by a
ter ship, the Delaware, was laid In granted
hibiting the Federation from con- vote of five to two, Neustadt and
the yards of the Kore Illver Shiptinuing boycott on the company, Heaven casting the dissenting votes
building company here.
.
Hanley,
Hayden,
The North Dakota is to be a fourth pending a final settlement of the and HarrUou. Wilkerson
standing in
Learnard and
larger than the large.- ship now in case.
favor of the ordinance.
the American navy.
"Now, Mr. Mayor," said Alderman
Harrison, "I move that we tender a
MAGOON WOULD TRY
vote of thanks to the ladies for their
GEO. E. TOBEY WOULD
attendance and attention."
It was carried unanimously.
FOR PRESIDENCY
WIL
PRESIDENT
VICE
LWOltK FOIl
Bt
LIMIMKNT OF OANTKKN'K
New York, Dec. 17. An army can17. C. O. teen association
Uncoln,
Dec.
Neb..
has been formed
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 17. George E. Whendon, the law partner of Charles here for the purpose of working for
Tobey, formerly private secretary to E. Magoon, today wrote all members the
of canteen at
Senator Hurkett, begin today to
of the republican
state commitwe, army posts. It will be incorporated
a Hughes club, with Burkett asking them to Institute a direct pri- and will make
an effort to Induce
as an aspirant for the vice presi- mary to ascertain the choice of re- congress to repeal the law forbiddency.
publican voters for president.
Ma- - ding the sale of beer and light wines
Follower of lit Follette are also I goon will be pushed for the presi- at army pouts. Harry P. Fry, a lawat work In Nebraska.
yer, U president of the association.
de noy.
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17. 'More
Dec.
Goldfleld, Nev.,
men are reported at work In the
mines and the mill of the Consolidated company now than on any day
of
the mine
since the reopening
Thursday last.
The Nevada'-Gold-fleReduction works started up this
morning with eight men.
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JAPAN WILL RESTRICT

FIRE

CAUSES

AT-TK-

iitiriiiri sin

strike-breake-

Washington. D. C. Dec. 17. With
an eninusiasuo wave vt nix nign nm
as he stepped
and a hearty good-bover the side of the Mayflower, Presi
dent Roosevelt ended with every evi
dence ot great satisfaction his trip to
say farewell to the Paciflo bound
battleship fleet, shorUy after 8 o'clock
this morning.
The trip from Hampton Roads' to
Washington was without incident.
Hut One Meraage 1 Torn iDvaita,
Not a word came to the navy
this morning from the Pa'
A wireless mes
clfic bound fleet.
sage is known to have passed today
between some one of the vessels and
the wireless station at Norfolk, but
It has not been forwarded to Wash
lngton.
According to the prearranged pro
gram the fleet lias now steamed
about 220 knots and is expected te
have already crossed the gulf stream.
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Assurance Comes In Charac- - Women and Children Rescued
of a Memorandum--NFrom Flames to Be Car-

RIOTING

IN LOUISIANA
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Change In (Treaty.

ried Into Snow.
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EXAGGERATED

Negroes Thought to Have Commit
FIFTY WERE SAVED
SAME CONCESSIONS
ted ASMinils,
BY HEROIC FIREMEN
AS MADE UNCLE SAM
New Orleans. La., Dec. 17. Disnorthtwest
patches , from ' several
Toklo, Japan, Dec. 7.dtudolphe
Denver, Colo., Doc.. 17. A fire Louisiana points, where three Italseveral
killed
LemJeux, Canadian postmaster gen- which broke out in the Tamale block, ians have ln'jbeenSaturday and
tilgtit, lndi
era! and minister of labor, will re- Eleventh and Larimer streets, this wounded
cate that the trouble Is not as serl
ceive assurance that Japan' will limit city, shortly after midnight endan ous as at first reported.
emigration to British Columbia, but gered the lives of fifty people living
anstead of general flghtmg occur
Ing between the white as first re
there will be no change ot treaty.
upper
In
stories.
be.
given
him
to
A
ported, today's dispatches indicate
Thirty women and children, clad that
includes a progrom for the future,
less than a doxen unruly negroes
robes and hysterical committed nearly all of the assaults.
but It is not intended as a formal only In night
were
carried out of the
note. He has been Informed by the with fear,
that the
It may be, however,
building by policemen and firemen whites
through 111 feeling towards
Javanese foreign office that Canada No
lives were lost, but fatalities may the Italians for accepting
will get exactly the same concessions
lower
as those already granted the United result from exposure. Know falling wages, failed to restrain the negroes
was
extremely
weather
cold.
and the
States.
The origin of the fire is not known,
but It Is believed to .have started
from an overheated stove on the lowGET er floor. It had gained considerable CONDUCTORS FOR NEW
headway when discovered and was
prevented from spreading to the adjoining buildings with great difficulty.
TRAIN HAVE BEEN
The severeness of the weather made
FOOD THROUGH SIX-INthe work ot the Bremen extremely
difficult. There were many heroic
,.

1

,

.

"

memo.-aiidu-

ENTOMlililis

CH

PIPE

semi-annual- ly

.

.

Ely, Nev., Dec. 17. Nearly a thousand feet down in the shaft of the
Alpha mine, where they have been
Imprisoned for ten days, a mine superintendent and two workmen seem
fated to remain several days longer.
discouraged
were
The rescuers
some today by a slight movement of
ground near the original cavern and
It Is feared that another slide Is to
follow and that the work of rescue
will have to be stopped until the
slipping can be stopped.
The entombed men are supplied
h
with water and food through a
pipe but should another slide
very
occur, their poltlon would be
grave.

rescues and many narrow escapes. In
several instances. It was with the ut
most difficulty that the officers pre
vented frenzied women from Jump
Ing from windows on the second and
third stories. The fire was smothered
and nearly all ot those rescued were
carried through stifling smoke into
the open air. Several firemen are ill
as a result oi getting wet and exposure. Water thrown on the fire,
which did strike In the Immediate
proximity with the flames froce on
the building, so cold was It.
While the lower floor was gutted
the walls of the building stood and
much of the furniture of the upper
stories was saved and Is not damaged
beyond being wet. The damage Is
estimated at 15.000,

six-inc-

$5,000
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HOME OX FRIDAY
Cape Rate, N. F., Dec. 17. The
sieamer President Grant from Hamburg for New York having Secretary
Taft and party aboard, communicated with the Marconi station here today. The Grant will reach New
York next Friday.
1,000,001!

lPltOPKI TK1
IT'H FILIPINO M

IIOOLS.

Manila, P. I.. Dec. 17. The first
bill to come up for final reading in
the assembly appropriates $1,000,000
for the construction of schools In
outlying villages.
It will secure a
unanimous vote, and Is now ready
for passage.
LYNCHED HEOALHE
OF KFKVl'FJ ItKMAKK.
Whreveport, La., Dec. .17. A negro
of
a traveling minstrel
member
troope named Homer L. Rogers, was
lynched by a mob in the Morehouse
Parish last night for resontly a reThis
mark made by a white man.
is the third lynching in Morehouse
Parish In ten days.
K4.1U

V.

J.

WARD

API01NTKI
IUSTltHU ATTOIIXKY

rTititttiitvirTii
e
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East Las Vegas, N. M., Dec.
(Siecial) Charles W. G.
Ward, an attorney end newspa- per man, was today appointed
district attorney for the counties
Miguel and Mora, vice
of
H. B. Davis,
Jr., who resigned
to become assistant IT. S. dls- attorney.
was
Mr. Ward
trict
endorsed by the republican or- gunlzation and his appointment
He will
was not unexpected.
assume the duties ot his office
at once.
17.

PRESENT

liOItD KELVIN THOUGHT
TO Bid DYING
17. Lord Kelvin
London. Dec.
Dawson, N. M., Dee. 17. The the famous scientist, who has been
Dawson Fuel company, a corporation dangerously ill some time, is sinking
cum
belonging to the Phelps-Dodg- e
pany, will make a Christmas gift o
a slleruiid ohurch building for the LOS ANGELES AFTER
use or tneir employes.
The church will be dedicated Sun
day, December 22, by Rev. Kenneth
CARSON CITY MINT
Hrown, the pastor. An extensive pro
gram has been arranged. The church
and manse cost $5,000, and is a free
gift to the people by the company.
Los Angeles, Cal.. Dec. 17. Los
This la the last of a series ot public Angeles
men Interested In Nevada
buildings which Includes a magnin
recenUy been quietly agi
mines
cent opera house which the company fating have question
of making an ef'
the
has built for the community.
fort to Induce the governmont to re
move the Carson City mint to this
city.
One of the arguments advene
PERPETRATORS OF DOUBLE
ed in favor of this proposition la that
opening
of the mine In Los An
the
geles would be followed by the es
MURDER DIE IN CHAIR tablishment ot a smelter nere.
The Carson City mint has been
closed for several years.

Criino Was Committed for Purpose
of Ilobbery Killed Mrs.
Horner and Survant.
e
e"

4

Trenton. N. J., Dec. 17. Charles
(flbson and Stephen Dorsey, colored,
were electrocuted at the state prison today for the murder of Mrs. Edward Horner and Victoria Natoll, the
latter a servant employed by Mrs.
Horner.
4
The murders were committed In
connection with a robbery of the
Horner home near Camden last

NEW YORK

CABIES
OUT ON STRIKE

4

(Ytiirrtitsinni
4
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Superintendent Myers, of the Rio
Grande division, late this afternoon
for the
announced the conductor
new train service of the New Mex
lco Eastern railroad, which goes on
tomorrow morning.
J. M. Harrison, will
Conductor
take the first train out. Conductor
K. J. Ittrelm will take out the train
that leaves here Thursday morningis
and Conductor Chas, Watllngton
the other conductor. All of them
will make their home In Albuquer
que.
The announcement made yester
day to the effect that mall service
would go on with the first train was
a mistake. There will be no mall
clerk on the train but It Is believed
pouch mall, made up at the lothat postoftice.
and
will be carried
cal
that this service will have to suttice
until the department sees fit to es
tablish railway mall service.

New York, Dec. 17. A strike of
350 cab drivers In this city was called this morning.
The drivers de
mand SIS a week and twelve hours
off every day. Tlvey have been re
ceiving $14 a week and tea hours off
each day.

Austin. Tex.. Dec. 17. The state
appellate court has approved ' the
judgment of the trial court In the
case of the state against the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company. Under the terms
of this Judgment, the company was
found guilty ot violating the antitrust laws and was assessed penalties aggregating $1,90,000, and was
debarred from doing business in Texas. The court also refused a rehear- - ,
Ing in the receivership case against
the same company. The material
points in controversy are parsed upon as follows:
"It is contended on behalf of the
appellant that the antitrust act of
May aft,
was rendered uncon
stitutional by the passing of another
statute at the same session of the
legislature, entitled 'An act to protect worklngmen in the right of or
ganization and the purposes thereof,' approved May $7, lsDi, wherein
It was provided that, from and after
us passage, it should be lawful for
any and all persons engaged In any
kind of work or labor, manual or
mental or both, to associate themselves together and form trades union
and other organisations for the pur
pose ot protecting themselves in their
personal work, personal .labor and
personal service In their respective
pursuits and employments. By the
third section It is declared that that
act shall not apply to, combinations
or associations of capital or cepltal
and persons, formed for- - ihs purpose
of limiting the production or consumption of labor's products, or for
any other purpose, in restraint of
trade, and declares- - that nothing
therein contained shall be held to Interfere with the terms and conditions
of private contract; and provides,
further:
" That nothing herein
contained
shall be construed to repeal, affect or
diminish the force; and effect of any
statute now existing on the subject of
trusts, conspiracies
again.st trade,
pools and monopolies.'
Antitrust Act Not Affected.
"In view of these limitations placed
upon that act, we are of the opinion
that it was not the intention of the
legislature fo authorise anything to
be done that was prohibited by this
act of May 25, 18K9; hence we hold
that this statute engrafts no exemption upon the antitrust statute referred to.
"The antitrust statute ot May 25,
189V, having been superseded and repealed by the act ot March 31. 1903,
which diminished the pecuniary penalties, appellant sought to have the
latter statute applied to the time
before as well as after It went into
effect. This was refused, and, we
think, properly so, on account of this
provision in the latter act: 'Provided
nothing In this act shall be held or
construed to effect or destroy any
rights of the state of Texas to recover penalties or forfeit charters of
or prohibit
domestic corporations,
foreign corporations
doing
from
business in this state, for acts committed before this act took effect.'
Comma Not Ienriitlve.
"Nor can we sanction the proposition that, because of the location of
a comma in the proviso quoted, it
was the Intention of the legislature
to protect and preserve the right of
the state to recover penalties from
domestic corporations and not preserve such rlghs as against foreign
corporations.
"It Is claimed that the trial court
should have granted appellant' motion for a new trial, based upon the
ground that the judgment
imposes
excessive tines and operates as a deprivation of property without
due
process of law. it is also contended,
debe
act
1899
of
should
that the
clared void because it authorises
tines and forfeitures.
Ttiut Question IHtiilcd.
"That question already has been,
decided against appellants' contention
in Hlaie vs. Laredo Ice Company, 88
Texas, 487. The verdict, while large.
Is much under the maximum permitted by the law. Its magnitude Is
mainly attributable to appellants'
violation
and
of the law, covering a period ot six
years.
"in appellant's motion for a new
trial In the court below, and in its
presentation of the case here, the
verdict of the Jury has been challenged, the contention being that tha
testimony falls to show that appel-lan- d
has violated any of the antitrust
laws of this iute.
Purty to Trust AgrtviiH-nt- .
"It is sufficient, we think, to hovr
that from the date of its permit to do
business in this state. May 11, 1890,
appellant has been a party to an
:iKreement or understanding with th
Standard Oil company of New Jersey,
one object of which was to create A
monopoly and control the price ot
petroleum oil and prevent competition In lu sale In a lurg and specified territory. Including the stale of
Texas, and that, to a large extent.
object has been accomplished.
aui
Hence we hold that the verdict ts
supported by testimony an J no error
wai committed in overruling the mo-- 1
tlon for a new trial."
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ALBUQUERQUE

SLOT

MACHINES

THE WORST

0FALL
Attorney General Hands Down
Opinion on Scopo of
Art.
Anti-Gamblin-

g

In rendering an opinion on the real
rope of the
as pawed
by the late legislature, Attorney General Hervey naya:
"The legislature said that It should
be unlawful to run or operate any
banking games of chance, such as
faro, mon.e, etc. The question now is
whether or not a slot machine la a
banking game of chance juch ax the
(Tames mentioned in section 1 of said
net.
"In order for any particular game
or gambling device to come within
the denunciation of this statute. It
must have one of three requirements:
first, it must be a banking game;
aecond. It must be such a game as
those specifically mentioned in the
statute, or third, It mu't be a game
of chance played with dice or cards.
But it doea not necessarily have to
be played with dice or cards, because
any game mentioned in said section,
whether played with dice or riot, and
any other game of like character,
would CQjne within the inhibition of
the statute.
Patterned After Other Games.
"A slot machine Is usually a gambling device patterned after some well
known gome, and I presume that
there are lot machines patterned after every known game that is played
with cards, dice or dominoes, or any
other apparatus. The most common
are two kinds, so far as I have been
able to ascertain: (1) & machine In
which a coin Is dropped In one of a
number of slots and the player turns
divided
crank and start a cylinder ordinary
Into five parts, containing
playing cards, to revolving, and he
draws two, three, four or five times
as much as he deposited, according
to the hand the cylinder exhibits
when It stops, or he loses what he
deposited. The hand upon which he
expect to win Is nothing more nor
less t'nnn a poker hand. Now, If the
legislature has prohibited the playing c" poker, which It has, it would
not make, any difference whether the
poker Is played by machinery or by
hand. It Is prohibited Just the same.
And (2) another character of machine Is a devlca by which a coin is
deposited in Blots labeled with different colors and the machine contains a disk composed of colors corresponding to the slots; the player
deposits a coin in one of the slots and
the disk revolves; it Is provided with
n indicator and if he plays the red
and the Indicator Ftops at theto red,
the
he wins so much, according
amount indicated on the slot where
deposited, being
the money wa
usually from' one to five times as
much as he deposited. If it does not
atop at the color where deposited, he
loses.
In my Judgment this would
be held to be a roulette game, or a
game 'such as roulette' and the fact
that It Is played"- by an automatic
machine would make no difference.
Blot Machines Worst Form of Gambling.
It would not seem that It could be
properly contended that the games
mentioned, or games of like character, or any other banking games
could be prohibited and the legislature Intended to allow to run open,
the worst form of gambling that Is
known, and the most dangerous form
My opinion Is that these machines are
deliberately constructed o that the
-

rid. When she relurns to the Meadow City, she will be accompanied by
her mother, who will visit nt her

player 1mps fl often ns the owner of
the nirtcblno desires him to lose. In
other words, the machine Is a fraud
and worte than any other gambling
there Is; and, furthermore. It Is the
mmhllng on the small scale which
t'ikp. the nickels and dimes from the
people who wouli not be able to
play at more respectable games, If
there Is any distinction between different games. My Judgment Is that
triers can he obtained a slot machine
every game
which will represent
there I", and !f the nuhorltl-- i would
allow these games to run undisturbed, and the law permitted It. tne
people of New Mexico would be considerable worse off for thl.i act denouncing gambling. Every saloon In
the territory would have a dozen different klmls of slot machines and It
would only cost five ceir.s to piny the
game.
I'ndcr llio linn.
"Aside from all of the above. I nm
opinion that these maof
the
further
chines cannot run or be operated In
New Mexico after January Dt. 190s,
because under section fi of the art
herein referred to. all laws and part'
of laws authorizing the licensing of
gambling in the Territory of New
Mexico are repealed and section 1306
of the compiled laws of 1S97 makes
It a penalty for any unlicensed person to keep or maintain "a gaming
apparatus of any kind whatever" so
there could be no authority In any officer to Issue n licence to run a slot
machine, ns they have heretofore
done under .'ectlon 4152 of the compiled laws of 1907."

homo there for several months.
Word has been received from Mr.
and Mrs. Max Nordhaus, who are on
a brld.il Journey In Europe, stating
that they will sail from Hamburg onn
December 2S, for their home In Kan-tMr.', Nordhaus was formerly
Fe.
Miss Bertha Staab.
Cap!. E. P. Bujac, of Carlsbad,
.old his place In 1m Huerta last Friday to Judge Rogers, of lnke Arthur,
consideration $12.0m. Tills place is
one of the best fruit and farm propositions In this country, and consists
of eighty acres, well improved.
Mrs. Joseph W. Hall, or Midland,
In
Texas, arrived Monday evening
Santa Fe. and is registered at the
purpose
Claire, .'he Is there for the
of interceding with Governor Curry
to pardon her hither. Klnch Mulllns,
who Is serving a sentence of life imprisonment in the territorial penitentiary.
returned to hU
A. M. Hergero ha
home in Santa Fe, from Denver, Col.,
present when
to
be
where he went
Bergere, was
his daughter. Anita
operated on for appendicitis. When
he left for home Miss Bergere, who
at Colorado
has been a student
Springs, was rapidly recovering and
out of danger.
W. S. Hopewell left Monday for
with Governor
the cupital to con-til- t
perCurry and to attend to
taining to the New Mexico Fuel end
gen-eiis
Iron Company, of which he
manager. Mr. Hopewell is chairman of the board of control of the
National Irrigation congress, which
will meet next year In the Duke City.
Mr. and Airs. I,. T. Delaney will
leave tonight to spend a two months'
vacation in California. Mr. Delaney,
who is manager of the Western Union
Telegraph office here, Is relieved
meanwhile by F. D. Nash, of Boise,
Idaho, former manager for the Western Union company at Carrollton,
Mo., and later .superintendent of the
Postal company at Jacksonville, Fla.
The local W. C. T. U. will hold a
temperance rally ut the First Baptist
church on Thursday evening. Dec. 19,
nt 7:30 o'clock. The superintendent
n
league. Rev. W. W.
of the
Havens will be present and deliver a
short address, and Mrs. M. J. Borden
who for Fixteen years was president
of the New Mexico W. C. T. U., and
who will leave this week for a few
months,' stay in California, will give
an address on the "Giant Graft of
the Time." Short talks will be given
by the pastors of the city on the recent advance and the influence of
prohibition. The program will be interspersed with good and appropriate muMc and un elocutionary
al

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS
Attorney A. B. Itenehan, of Santa
Fe, arrived today on legal business.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Johnston, of
Gallup, were arrivals In the city yesterday morning.
Itoy Corhan, the local ball player,
left this morning for Denver Colo.,
to spend the holidays.
Carroll Field, after nn extended
trip in fouthern California, has returned to his home here.
who
Adjutant A. P. Tarkington.
has been here on official business returned Sunday to anta Fe.
A. R. McGaffey has moved his ofNational bank
fice from the First
club
building to the Commercial
building. '
A meeting of the Fraternal Order
of Kagles will be held tonight at the
lied uMen's hall. All members are
urged to be (present.
John F. Fullerton, the cattleman,
has returned to his home In Socorro
county, after spending several day
In the city with friends.
J. W. Patterson, day clerk of the
Hctel Claire at Santa Fe, leaves tonight for Holton, Kansa, where he
will spend the holidays.
expects to
Duncan McGIIllvray
leave Thursday morning for Kstancia.
Mr. McGIIllvray is general manager
Auto
of the Albuquerque-Estanclcompany.
MlM Clara Olsen, of Santa Fe, private secretary to Governor Curry, left
yesterday morning for Los Angeles,
Cal.. to Si"end a two weeks' vacation
iwlth his Bister, Mrs. E. V. Chavez.
John Kennedy, the well kown Gallup merchant, has made arrangements to take a prolonged vacation,
and is reported to have sold his
store. He will vUt his old hime In
Ireland.
"Resolved. That the United States
Should Subsidize Its Merchant Marine." is the subject of the Intercollegiate debate between the Varsity
and the Agricultural college, which
will be held here In the middle of
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FIRST NEWS PHOTOGRAPHS FROM GOLDFIELD, SCENE OF

STRANGEST LABOR SITUATION IN AMERICA TODAY
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Benbam Indian Trading Company
Comer Railroad Avenue and FirstlSt.
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Upholstered Goods,
Couches, Davenports,
Morris Chairs and that
Fine Assortment of
Rockers, Dining
Chairs, etc.
o

Going East?

Come

anil pli-out tlie
gilw now for inoUi-er- a,
wlvti. nistcps and sweethearts, fatlirrx, liuslmmls and
o liave Uiem to
brother.
suit all.
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Good! Let us plan your trip. The Santa Fe
has four trains daily. To Chicago 42 hours on
troop

Coupon is
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This

Aonf. ah
vj
anjr pur- to one dollar made
in our ;ore rrom December 2nd to
December 24th Inclusive. BENHAM
INDIAN TRADING COMPANY, Rail-ra- il
Ave., and First street.
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Affording a life time pleasure and saves many doc
tor's bills. Get an
Carriage or Huggy and Harness.
We have them that give you satisfaction and are nov offering
special terms ana
prices. It will pay
you to look over
our large new
stock.
Say, we have a
good little Saddle
for your boys and
girls. You should
see them.
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La Junta, Colo., Dec. 17. Caleo
Howland was found to be acting in
a strange manner around the depot
He wanted to purthis morning.
chase a ticket to Loa Angeles. Cal.,
$100
for It, although he
and offered
The
had a ticket in his, pocket.
agent called a physician to examine
him and the physician declared the
The
man was mentally unbalanced.
matter was reported to the sheriff
and Howiand was taken to the county Jail.
Eleven $100 bills were found on
his person besides $5 in change, a
ticket from Boston to Los Angeles, a
return ticket from San Diego to Chicago and a 1.000-mil- e
ticket on the
which
railroad
New York Central
had not been used. Papers found
on him showed that he had served
in the Civil war as a private in a
y
regiment of
Massachusetts
February". '
volunteers.
Howiand gave the firm name of
Mrs. Richard Romero, of East tfl
Vegas, who ha. been spending the his attorneys, Townsend, Anthony &
MonTyson
of Boston, and the sheriff has
left
Albuquerque,
past week In
vissent a message to this firm stating
day for Santa Fe. where she will Brit-toit her mother. Mrs. Armanda Ala- - thot the old man is here In a demented condition.
and her sister, Mrs. Benito

17. 1007.

1IVK
WORTH MOItK TO IIIMSIiLF AMI .MOI1K TO Til
WORM) IRAN TIIK SANTA
I K RAILROAD.
PSYCHOLOGISTS. WHO MARK A RUSIXF.SS OF SORTING
CUT I OKAS AND SPYING INTO TIHI WAYS TIIKY
RK
HORN, SAY TIIVT AIM
YOU 1MSS Tl I K AGK OF
1RKA-II
FARING DAYS ARE ETERNALLY
VY.
"
.T."!
IF YOU ARE STILL
ON THE TENDER
OF
THIS AGE AND ARE WISE YOU MAY WISH SIIE
TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE ALRUQrERQl'E CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IV
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO
1WRKNTS ARE. IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. THEIR
OF THEM III N AMINO THE LIVES OF IH SINI.SS SOME
HITLIMNO AND TRADE GETTING. TIIEsE IDEXS WILL
HE SOLD. I EASED OR RENTED TO THE 1TRLIC. 1 Oil
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT FLAN.
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELLOW AROUND THE OFFICE.
' MY VIII EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING HUT
LOOK A ITER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES If KTTER THAN TO HAVE SOME. ONE COME
IN AND SY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND .V 00
EVERY' MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE TIIINO OFF MY HINDS. AN D RUN IT AS
YOU THIN K REST. I HAVE OTIIKR M A ITERS TO
CARE lt)R. AND YOU PROHARLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT THAN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMRER OF ALRUQUEHOUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTEMPTS IX) DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE P TRON AGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OITIER CHANNELS. INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
.ALRUQUEHOUE
CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN. HAS NETTTD HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY roil THE ADVERTISEMENT EOR SIX MONTHS
ANA' ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETITtNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT.
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY RACK. AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY' TO BOOT. BI T WTIEV
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTLNG LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IN THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GLEAV
THE STUBBLES. DUKE. THE TOBACCO KING. IN CONVERSATIOX
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE. A BLIND MULE AND
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO
TEN DOLLARS.
DOLLARS, BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLIOV IV MILLIOV
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY' NO MAN IN AI.BUOUEROUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TILAN Mil. DUKE
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS
FORESIGHT, SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS
STATE IT TO YOURSELF. AND BE CONSOLED.
IT IS AN OLD SAW
BUT A KEEN CUTER, T1LAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

Stockholder Says Effort Being
Made to Sell Property for
Less Than Value.
John Kennedy, of Gallup, has applied to Judge Ira A. Abbott, of the
second Judicial district court, for an
injunction to restrain the Union Coal
company or Gallup Fuel company, so
called, from transferring or selling
any of its property until the court
can appoint a receiver for the same.
Kennedy Is a stockholder in the
Union Coal company, which he says
assumed the name of the Gallup Fuel
company shortly after Its Incorporation. He says In his complaint that
the Union Coal company traded under the name of the Gallup Fuel
company, the two being-onand the
sa me.
Charges of mismanagement of the
company's affairs are brought against
the directors by Mr. Kennedy. He
says that without authority the company leased Its mine to T. A. Fabro
at a very small return, which was
totally Insuiilcient to pay Its stockholders any dividends or even the interest on the. indebtedness.
He charges lue directors with having endeavored to sell the property
of the company at a grossly Inadequate price. He says the company Is
substantially Insolvent, and that it
suspended business Jan. 1, 1907.
Kennedy said in his complaint that
he owns 2,700 shares In the defendant company and holds notes against
It for $3,411.95.
Action was brought by him on the
notes, he says, and he also Instituted
suit for the foreclosure of a trust
deed, but the defendant delayed court
action by dilitory pleas.
James M. Carmen Is president and
B. F. Zahm Is secretary and treasurer
of the Union Coal company.
KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
plan for the relief of heart burn,
Flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
gas, nausea, and all Jtomach troubles. It digests what you eat It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
O'RIelly.
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18 The
December
Wizard
of
Wall Street.
December 26 and 27 Raffles.
December 28 The Eagle's Eye.
. December
30 Buster Brown.

HAD TWO TICKETS

rl i'snw.

Keep Your Eye on Futrelle's
CASH

I nilcil Stiller

California Limited
Pullman Sleeping Cars and
Connecting with all fast trains for NewYork,
Boston and Eastern points.
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FUTJRKLiLli FURNITURE CO.

Equipment-Observati- on

Diner- -

Enjoy all the comforts of home
T. E. PURDY,

jpXIXXXXXXIIXrXXIXXJXXXZIXXi

CABINET MAKING

Agent

xxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa

UPHOLSTERING :

New Fomltare, Matrcsses and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Ncaily Done.

Furniture Packing

First Class Work Guaranteed
l
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ANDERSON & SCHICK

Telephone 307

624 West Central
juarrxxxxnTxxxxrxxxxxiixxmxxxxixxxixuxxxnixxxxxfcJ

The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Mumc While You EatJ

Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals
- breakfast
25c
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Kates by the
week or month.

8

Ureakfast

-

Dinner
Supper

6 to 9
1

2

to

2

o

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress
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By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,

1

So Rules a Kentucky Tribunal

Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc., at

In Case. Attracting Wido

ale of

Attention.
17- "I would
1'ari.i, Ky..
riitht.T an InjuHiico would be (Unie
tine limn than one hundred ' thousand

the
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WHITNEY COMPATS
DEPARTMENT
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Terms
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Terms
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The Injunction was granted by the
clerk of the .Franklin circuit couri.
i.i response to proceedings Instituted
board of
by the Franklin counly
cjiurul, a branch of the American
Society of Kiiutty, upon Information
that ihe defendant liad delivered toy
the Kentucky lliver Towboat
his crop of eighteen hogsheads
of tobacco of the 1!06 crop for the
purpose of shipping and selling It on
Mr. Haltfen
the Lnu'.yville market,
bavin pooled his tobacco with the
Society of Kiuity previously.
The defendant through his uttor-nts, J j:i LlniLwy and John Hodman, of Frankfort, sought to show
that the plaintiff was not, according
incorporated company,
to law,
tin
and objected to the lillng of an
amended petition by the plaintiff,
which Judge Stout admitted as of
record. In sustaining the Injunction,
Judge Stout said he had never shirked a duty and In a previous case from
the county of Woodford had upheld
the constitutionality of the pooling
of tobacco, and In the case before
the bar. In his Judgment, the contract between the defendant and the
Society of Equity was a valid one.
Judge Stout directed that an order
be entered sustaining the injunction
and requiring that the bond be renewed and that the defendant place
his crop in a place of safety. The
plaintiff was represented by President AV. K. Thompson and Secretary
W. T. Le, of the Franklin county
hoard of control, and by Ool. John
R. Allen. L. A. Xuchols," of Versailles,
Judge John ir. Polsgrove, of
Frankfort, and C. M. Thomas, Df
Paris. The case caused great Interest and many farmers, including the
ollicer of the Bourbon countv board
of control, were In the audience. The
case will at once be taken to the
court of appeals and will he watched
with Intense Interest hv the tobacco
growers all over Kentucky.
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

PtnTnsrh tmnhlp

Liniment.
When you neea a good reliable
l'nlment try Chamberlain's
Pain
Halm. It has no superior for sprains
and swellings. A piece of flannel
slightened
dampened
with
Pain
Balm Is superior to a plaster for
lame back or pains In the Bide or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest possible. For sale by all druggists.

DEMOCRATIC PARTY CHAOTIC
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NEW RUNS ARE
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SOUGHT
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AFTER

the iiulltrog & Uoldtield railroad. At
.nlillirld connection Is made to Ton-- i
opali over Uio TunoDuh & GolUHcld.
Thedd new lines give
the
iiuia
Fe the most direct service Into the
new .Nevada
gold holds. '1 hroutfh
trains with S'leejier for the Tonopah
and (Joldtield regions run from Lkjs
All the over- -'
AnKeles to Tonopah.
land through' tralim of the .Sunta Fe
to California mnke clone connections
at I.udlow, with trains to Beatty,
Hhyolite, Bullfrog,
anil
Goldtleld
'lonivpuh.

GOLDEN STATE TO III:

Appointments Will be Made
ConducThis F.venlng-O- ne
tor Decided Upon.

J.1M 111.1) TUESDAY.
In
The announced
chance
the
character of the Golden State trains
went Into effect Sunday at Chicago
and after Tuesday, all equipment on
tnee trains through iM Faso will be
first claw, no more chair cars being
carried.
The last time that chair car pas
sengers can ride on tho two limited
trains will be tonight, when the west-houtrain leavee for Lioa Angeles.
Commencing with Tuesday It will be
Impossible ror any but holders of
Pullman or tourist car tickets to ride
on these trains, and passes will not
be honored by the conductors.
SEUIES OP SIGNALS ON
S. 1. WHEN DOVIIMNG.
A series of signals has been anuse on the Tucson divi
for
nounced
sion of the Southern Pacific when It
Is necessary
for the trainmen to
double over- - grades with their loads.
When the view la not clear sufflclent- ly, and always at night, a torpedo is
to be placed on the rail four telegraph poles from, the hind car of
the rear cut. At night when the
weather conditions require, a red
light Is to be aflixed to the hind end
of the rear cut, where It can be
plainly seen from the approaching
train.

hierva sickness nothing else.
It was tills fact that llrst correctly led Pr. Phoop
In the creHtion ol that novryery popular Honiara
Remedy l)r. Shoop'i Rtorativrt. (mint; iVrtH
to the stomach nerrea, alone brnnifht thm surf",
Witlw
ami luvor to lr. bhoopaiui his
out that nrijrinal and highly viutl principle, no
urn Uiittlnff accomplishments wprvpvt'r to be hud.
Knr stomach distress, hlwting. biliousness, led
breath and snllow complexiou. try Ir. hhoop'l
Tablets or Limul and se for youi
R"!torntiv
wli what It can and will Uo. W mil and thoiw
fully recouuuend
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ALL DRUGGISTS"

Hb'E.F.COBBjsJ
TAXIDERMIST

Who will fret the new jobs made
hy the inauguration of train service
on the Santa Fe cut-ofThis Is a most momentous question
with, local trainmen Ju.it now. Three
are on
promotions for conductors
the tapis and there are a dozen or
nome
of them
applicants.
That
more
of Groceries and Dried Fruits
will naturally
will be disappointed
AT THE
follow. The new run from Albuquerque to Texlco, ten hours, and then
night
of
a
CASH
UNION
layover
a
BUYERS'
back
ten hours
here.
at Texlco and another layover men
All new, fresh goods, fresh prunes,
a
Is considered by the railroad
25c
medium size ,3 lb for
good run.
Box of 25 lbs
$1.90
Superintendent F. L. Myers, of the
10c
Iarge prunes lb
Ulo Grande, who has the selection
Box of 25 lbs
2.5
of the new crews, eald last nitcht
2
apples
25c
lb
for
Fine
dried
that he had decided upon but one
10c
12 oz. pkg raisins
man. Conductor Chas, Watllngton, of
8 pkgs fresh figs
26c
Silver City.
15c
Best quality peaches, lb
is on the
Conductor Watllngton
Standard quality sugar corn can 100
run
Rlncon-SilvCity passenger
x
sugar
corn
cans
quality
26c
Oood
now, but will give it up for the cutMoses Best or Express Flour
off run.
AGAIN Ifl THE LEAD
50 lbs
$1.55
go
"The other appointments willwant
122 North iteond
to the oldest freight men who
the Jobs." said Mr. Myers lat night.
"There are Beveral who are In line, WINS TWO FIHST PJtEMIt'MS Txxxxxixixxxxzixxxmxixiy
AND TWO DIIMA.MAS AT THE
but there will be no discrimination
SAN ANTONIO INTERin the making of the selection. The
will
M
NATIONAL FA IK.
oldest men making application
will
crews
The
preference.
given
be
be made up Tuesday evening."
The Tylor Commercial College of
Tylor, Texas, again carried
off evSTEKIi SWITCH ROPES
In sight In their line the
erything
OX S. T. CABOOSES.
best exhibit of students work in
Bookkeeping,
Training,
Business
All of the Southern Pacific caboos30
feet
Shorthand,
equipped
with
Writing,
Typewriting,
es have been
switch and Telegraphy; one of their stuof eteel cable for use a
ropes. These ropes are used when dents, Miss Frlerson, for the best
operator.
typewriter
touch
This
the crew has to replace a derailed
car and are superior to the old style school has carried off first honors
in use on the ut three state fairs during the last
that have been
road. They are very expensive and fourteen months.
Texas should feel proud that It
the train crews are instructed to take
has the honor of possessing the best
the bent possible care of them.
patronized, the most thorough, 'practical commercial school in America,
SANTA FTC HAS TVIKECT
LINE INTO OOLDFIELD. and one with an enrollment this year
of
almost 1500 students from 87 difacThe Santa Fe railroad has Ju9t
states and five foreign counquired the lease of several small ferent
Nov.
San Antonio Express,
lines in Nevada over which are given tries.
20th,
107.
a direct route to the Tonopah and
The new line
Ooldneld territories.
The finest Coftee substitute ever
leaves the Santa Fe at Ludiow, Cal- made,
has recently been produced by
The pleasure and health
ami runs to Beatty, Nev.. where conDr.
of Kaclne,
Wis.
Tou
nection Is made for Qoldfleld over don't Shoop
resort of the Southwest.
have to boll it twenty or thirty
minutes. "Made In a minute" rays
The new hotel, "The
the doctor. "Health Coffee" Is real" offers every
ly the closest Coffee Imitation ever
Faywood,
yet produced. Not a grain of real
comfort the invalid or pleaCoffee In it either.
Health Coffee
Imitation Is made from pure toasted
sure seeker could desire.
cereals or grains, with malt, nuts,
The water from these
expert
Really
etc.
it would fool an
were he to unknowingly drink it
has a temperature
springs
ter Coffee. Sold by C. N. Brlgham.
o
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
All kinds
of hay and grain at
Ideal plate for those trouChampion Grocerv Co.
with rheumatism.
bled
MN'GEIUNU CCLD.
Albuquerque to FayRate
Withstood Otlier
Treatment Hut B wood
Quickly Cured by Chamberlain's
Cough Hemetly.
"Last winter I caught a very severe cold which lingered for weeks,"
ays J. Vrquhart, of Zephyr. OntaTickets on sale daily.
"My cough was very dry and
rio.
harsh. The local dealer recommendlimit 30 days.
Return
Remedy
Cough
"Mr. Ji. F. Campbell, of 3224 West ed Chamberlain's
Washington street, had this to say of and guaranteed it, so I gave it a
his experience with Cooper: "I have trial. One small bottle of it cured
I believe Chamberlain's Cough
sT. Purdy, Agent
been a victim of tomach trouble for me.
the past five years sick and suffering Remedy to be the best I have eve(
pain all the time. Everything I ate used." This remedy is for sale by
distressed me. I have been under the all druggises.
treatment of many physicians and
have taken all kinds of medicine,
none of which afforded me relief. I
was greatly
discouraged, and was
WE FILL
about ready to give up, when Mr.
Cooper came to this city to Introduce
his preparations.
RIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
" "I was skeptical, of course, after
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEso
spending
much money and taking
At Consistent
such a large quantity of medicine,
NEXT
TO BANK
NUE
OF
but, like the drowning man, I was
COMMERCL.
Prices
ready to grab at a straw, so I secured some of Mr. Cooper's New Discovery medicine and began taking it.
It seemed to help right
from the
first dose. I have been taking it for
several weeks, and can now eat
heartily and enjoy my meals for the
Finest Whiskies
firt time In five years eat anything, without pain or distress of any
kind. I feel like a new being life
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Is worth living now."
B ARNETT.
us explain Mr. Copers reJOSEPH
iet
markable medicine to you If your
MPLe A NO
general health Is not all that It
Drug
should be. J. H. O'ltielly
West
Avenue
Railroad
Store, corner Central
avenue and
9
Second ftreet.
momomomocCMOQcmCMcmom
omcMoacmomcmamcmomomcAcmo
f?
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Dr. SKoop's
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Gross Kelly & Co..

ym ntom of. and not

lt"l( a, true diwe. We think of Pyjpepsim
real (Use.". yr
Itearthum, and Inuitftif lusi
thfj are symptoms ofkly ol a certain tpecltio
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A Good

lit
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Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

Birds a Specialty

Pay Day Sale

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

er

DECLARESJHOKE

SMITH

!Xo Cam) Ida to

From South Is Expected to Seek Candidacy Astoria
the Governor,

York, Dec. 17. Gov. Hoke
Smith of Georgia was In town today
to attend: a meeting of the trustees
of the Peabody fund, of which he is
a member. Regarding conditions in
the democratic party, he said:
"I never saw such a chaotic condition. The more you look at It, the
more chaotic It seems. The southern
democrats do not mean to be longer
treated as if that section of the
country was still in secession.
"We regard a southern democrat
as Ju.--t as good as any other democrat. The southern democrat should
he considered by the gray matter he
has In his head and not by the section in which he lives."
"Will the south have a candidate
for the nomination
for president
next year?"
"No, I do not think so. No one
seems to want it. But the present
southern sentiment will manifest itself In the convention and everywhere
else from now on."
New

Gross Kelly & Co

ro-pe-

Faywood
Hot Springs,
N.M.

C OA L

IN

S

Makes Many Converts
During Stay in That City.

The new theory (hacked up by his
advanced by U T.
preparation)
Cooper with regard to the cause ofn
most 111 health of the prevent genera-liois being sown broadcast by this
young man.
Cooper believes that the human
stomach has become degenerate In
good
civilised races and claims that stom-eh
health Is impossible unless the
This he claims
Is
to do with his preparation.
An article from the Indianapolis
Star during Cooper's stay In that city
lias this to Bay of Cooper and his
preparation: "Kesidents of this city
are being astounded by Ij. T. Cooper
and his new preparation.
"Heports that preceded Mr. Cooper's t here told of his success In
sucother localities, but the Immense
cess of his medicine and the general
unwholly
was
belief In his theory
precedented.
"So great is the rush of the public
to this young man that people stand
in line waiting their turn for hours
in an effort to see him. The most
Interesting feature of this is statements made by reliable citizens as
of
to the actual accomplishments
Cooper's medicine. Among recent
folstatements of this character the
lowing L a fair example:
vi-i-

$13.60
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club booms

Foundry and
K.

MALL,

Machine Works

(Proftrftor

Iron and Braaa CaaUngi; Ore. Coal and Lumber Can;
Pulley. Orade Bar. Babbit Metal; Colamna aai Iroa
Front (or Building.
mmpmlrm mm mining end mm mmehimmry m Bamimitw
foundry eaat aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, If. M.
kaft-Inc- a,

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,

Mixed.

Nut
CLEAN OAS COKE.
COAL.
SMIT1IINU
NATIVE KINDLING
FOR CASH OXLV.

w. u. PATTERSON

WOOD
TELEPHONE

S11-S1-

S

01.

Livery
and
WM Silver Amine.

Btabtea
Telephone

t
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO,

t7.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
OLD KELLLBL&"

HEATING

--

BORRADAILE'S-I

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carnee the largest and Moit

xolualT

Btock of Staple Orocertee

la Ue Southwest.

I

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

IT Gold Avenue

Unusual Gifts

"
cards with
copper plate
$1.(5
Tiptop, or pen and pencil self
inklnjr name stamp (or marking linen
35 and 60c
Loose leaf pocket memos
II up
Special blotter holders for the deak
made to order.
100 engraved calling

Gold Stamping
On leather and cloth goods !5c
per line; each additional line 10c.

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

AT

Cost Pfice

ESTABLISHED

L H. PUTNEY

1

STOVES

r.

B. RUPPE

Albuquerque

AMERICAN BLOCK,
OKIUULIiOS LUMP

NEW THEORY SUCCESSFUL

L. T. Cooper

(Incorporated)

1.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tba telephone) make the
.aatiM Ughtr, the caree Ue
and tba worrtea fewer.

telrphona
roar health, prolanyear
and protect 7 ear bom.
The

-

TOU HHLB) A TEXMPHO.YI1 IX TOUR BOMB

S. LITIIGOW
II.
BookMnder it Rubber Stamp Maker
Pljuue
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ico, and we should b promrt and hearty In responding to the Ihvllalloir Extended by Governor Curry and President Hopewell.
New Mexlcd Is doing
much for u right now. New Mexico people have been active In Washington
this fall advancing the Hlo Grande reclamation work, and next month 100
New Mexico statehood boosters, who will be In Washington, will be ready

There are about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
One yntr by mall In nrivnnce
. $5.00
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
One month hy until
.
.r.o
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
One month by carrier within city limits
guns,
traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
.
.00
the territory.
Tou can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
n
go
Kntrrrtl
second rln matter at the Postofflce of Albuqnerqne, X. M.
as you please.
nder Act of Conitrvna of March S, I87.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for reTho only lllutmtrl dally newspaper In New Mexico and the bet ad cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
medium of tlio Southwest.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
WAT TOU FIX IT.
THK AIJU'QrF.RQlT3 CTTTZFN IS:
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
Hie leading llftutUran tlally and weekly newMnrr of tlie Southwest. Valley Ranch.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."

H

THE ALIU'QCKnQVF CITIZEN HAS:
Ttie finest rqnipixnl Job department In New Mexico,
Tlie late reports' by Anaociatcd I'rem ami Auxiliary News Service.
i

f
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n

Paso

oins

An editorial In yesterday's El Paso Herald Is full of the right spirit and
If the people of El Paso are as public spirited as their leading paper, that
city will fend a big delegation to the National Jrrlgatlon Congress,
The
Herald deserves commendation for Its stand on this matter, not only because
It is published In another state but because it has the good ensn to aid the
people who are constantly aiding it.
It Is a wise paper that knows who
spreads the butter on its bread and the entire city of El Paao receives more
support from this territory than It doea from its own state.
The Herald
truthfully says:
"El Paso will take an active part In the National Irrigation Congress
meeting at Albuquerque next fall and meanwhile she will aid in spreading the
news about the meeting and in arousing interest In the work of the congress.
The first thing for El Paso to do U to make plans for a fine exhibit at the
fair which will be held In connection with the congress.
"At Albuquerque, products of this lower valley and of Mexico will come
Into competition with the wonderful productn of northern and eastern New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and the irrigated valleys of Arizona.
Certainly we do
not want to see other sections walk off with all the prizes; but equally certain it is that we shall have to get an early start and exercise rigid selection
If we would make an impressive showing among the competitors.
,
"At Ias Cruces, the .Mevllla valley people pledged themselves to raise
11.500 In cash toward the congress, in addition to maklnr an elaborate exhibit of Irrigation products.
This Is the spirit that will make New Mexico
Iap forward in the next few years as never before. The Mesllla valley will
uae probably 8,000 square feet of floor space at the fair, and work is already
Under way toward collecting and preparing the multitude of exhibits.
"El Paso Is expected to take the lead In working up interest In Mexico.
It Is hoped that the Mormon settlements of the Casas Grande country will
participate in the congress and in the exhibits. .Mexico will be urged to send
large and representative delegation to the congress.
The Juarez agrlcuN
tural school will be expected to make an exhibit of its work, and It Is the
intention of President Hopewell and other active worker fur the congre,
to make the gathering one of International Importance and helpfulness. In
this phase of the work El Pam will be best situated to take the lead by reason of her close connections with Mexico and the
Irrigation
that Is now under wuy In this valley.
;
"El Paso and the Mesllla valley are not out of the wood yet in regard
to the Hlo Urande reclamation project.
There Is a chance of years of delay.
It is of Immense Importance to us at this time to have the National Irrigation
congress meet so near home.
At that meeting there will be present not
nly the reclamation service official., but also some member of the cabinet
and a number of senators and congressmen.
In conjunction with th Irrigation congress there will be held a congress on the conservation of the naresources,
tional
and this will probably bring together a large and distinguished aaembly of public men.
"This is El Paso's opportunity no less than the opportunity of New Mex
.

We Meet All Competition!!
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No other food deteriorates so
rapidly a the Oyster. Its habitat is
tlie ocean. It reqali-ecoolnens and
absolute freedom from exposure to
tlie air in order to retain its delicate
flavor and Its wholesomcness. REAL-S- I
II IT OYSTERS are brought direct to us from tlie choicest beds of
America. Tliey are shucked into
porcelain cases, scaled and packed in
ice, which never comes in contact
with the oysters. Tlie use of the
Scalnlilpt carrier Is tlie secret of
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All Stoves and Ranges

FIR-ST.-
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STRONG BLOCK

"VE GET THE NEWS
"
"STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO"

.

al-

F. H. STRONC

--

sulM-rlority-

furniture are

fine, substantial

ways pleasing and always welcome.
From our elegant stock you can select any piece or pieces needful for
any part of the house, whether an
entire suit or any one piece. We
carry none but furniture of the best
and most superior make, and we
guarantee every bit of It.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

their

17.

Favors

Christmas
In

SUBSCUIPTIOV IIATE9

Not having run fort the presidency, the averase Mr. Citizen don't
exactly Just what a Job It Is.
The average man who has run for
from his ward, for city marshal, do catcher or gome other local
ffice of flm recompense and much prestige, has a slight knowledge of the
train and nervous tension It occasions.
die knows what it Is to put a box
ot particularly bad cigars under hi arm and hand them out where they will
do the most good to dig up five or six dollars for the campnlgn fund or
more If needed, to shake his political opponent by the hand and then say
mean things behind his back, to settle up the row he had with his next door
neighbor over emptying ashes and old tin cans In the alley and otherwise to
add to his political prestige wherever possible.
Even that Is hard work but If he Is elected his troubles are generally
done and he can gain such satisfaction as the office affords so long as the
city council don't get too active and ask him what he's doing for the good
or the community.
iBut running for president is different.
In the fir.H place a man has to
Bay he don't want the Job but that he would take it if It was offered, and
duty
to
party
his
the
and the country demanded that he accept. which appearances indicated, was the cae.
Then he has to hire a manager; It would be un.eemly for him to do
enythlng towards boosting his own chances. The manager does that. The
manager takes a little trip here and he takas a little trip there and he puts
a few figures down in a little book and he takes another little trip to get
a few more figures to put down In the little book.
Then an unfriendly paper says the "president has been handing out a
whole lot of undue encouragement to another candidate and that .ix or
even more favorite sons have sprung up In six or seven different plnc9.
Then the presidential aspirant sends his manager out to look Into the
lock of the few favorite sons, and the manager takes a few figures off the
little book.
Then some newspaper correspondent sends out a dispatch that the presidential aspirant Isn't In the race at all but Is working for some one else,
who Is trying Just as hard to land the Job and the presidential aspirant buys
newspaper of his own and says It's all bosh.
'
Then the campaign manager ets down a whole list of names of presidential aspirants and after each a lot of figures, and the one presidential
aspirant who docjn't want the Job but would take it, finds that he lacks a
few figures after his name.
,
Then he goes out himself and gets a few figures and his campaign manager goes out and get a few figures and things look brighter.,.
About this time, a report gets out that when the presidential aspirant
was clerk of the school board back home,-hwas suspected of having misappropriated six or seven dollars, and he has to spend four months in
proving that at the time It happened, he wasn't clerk of the school board
.t all, but was reading law and doing the Janitor work In
a law office. But
this makes the figures look bad again. ' Then some one finds out that he
la a deadly enemy of organized labor and the presidential aspirant wear
tailor-mad- e
overalls and carries an empty, dinner pail until the excitement
quite down.
Some one says he .canda In with the trust and he makes fourteen
speeches before the figures look right again.
t Then
lome whlpers Just whispers that he likes cocktails or apricot
brandy or a little soda on the side, ajid he has to wear a white ribbon for a
month, and drink root beer until he gets dyspepsia. The presidential aspirant gets up early and he never goes to bed. H stays In Washington as long
aa the president will let him itiMde the white house door; he goes out' west
nd sympathizes with the cattle and sheep men; he goes back east and says
combination and honest capital are needed to move the business of the
world; he makes a speech before the United Order of Workmen and says
that labor Is the backbone of the country; he takes a whirl on the Chautauqua platform and says the farmer Is the country's only savior; he speaks at
a banquet of Chicago business men and says what a beautiful city it Is. when
It's raining cats and dogs; he rides all nigat to get to Podunk to deliver a
Fourth of July oration and has his press agetit say he was met at the train
oy thousands of people, when there Isn't over five hundred In" the whole
countyf Jie gets Into the president's cabinet only to get out and when he get.,
out he wishes he wta in. His campaign manager juggles the figures until
sometimes it looks !!Jce he W?s already elected, and other times it doesn't
look like he had a single vote,
Then the convention Is called, and when the delegates get together they
pick out a man who has been so busy he didn't know there was an election
on and he is generally elected.
Every true American boy expects to be president some day. Put It's a
lot easier to be town marshal or member of the city council. After
all Is
taken into consideration. It's better to be a big duck In a small pullde than
to be a small duck In a big puddle, and unle.s some one misses a. guess
will be a lot of little ducks In a great big mudhole after the next yet 'ofthere
national conventions. There are too many favorite sons and too many true
exponents of real JefTeraonian Democracy on the political horizon,
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Chinaware, Rugs, Draperies and Furniture

at all times to render any aid. In tholr power for advancing the Irrigation
Interests of the El Paso valley! - This city canot afford to withhold her sup.
port from the Albuquerque event, or to offer to participate In anything less
than a generous, whole-hearteeffective way."

tJfie Presidency

lIX F.Mni:it

6 inch Stove pipe - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows
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9c Joint
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West Cold

205

So. Second
COMMERCIAL CLVB DANCE.
"-- .
now
Tomorrow evening the mem- V
T,
ior
uie
blow the
lionis, fondle 'the doll and beat the ",drum. If., the great time inrisuiins
1
2 m ners or the Commercial club
the bhtRcst. ImpHewt liazaar in Vlbu
qucrque. Make jour selections early; wo will lay them anide for hi
you until wanted.
.
will give another one of their
delightful dances, ii will be an
Informal affair and from the
Wo want every little irlrl in Alb uqucrqne to have a doll
and in order to help
indications there will be a larger
10 "
HlHvha Iric's "
tor this week. Remember these
prices are
onTy
California Naval Oranges at the
any
attendance
than
at
time
Richelieu Grocery.
T this season.
The members of
me ciud nave secured good mu- Phoenix sweet o ran ires for holiday
Doll
Doll
rcrular price
reclining
Doll
folding, reg.
sic and a pleasant evening
50c
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
regular price $1.50 cclui $1.20
"So. special prto'o
is
nlar price $1.50, special.. 1.20
a
rcgulur
promised
to
price
Doll
all (present.
Some more Kream Klips. Every
e
Doll
reclining,
price..,. 75c
price $1,
body likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
regular price $2.25, special.. 1.70
reclining,
(hir
will
Doll
Store
be
s,
evenings
oien
Doll
W. F. Davis, of Silver City, made
regular price
repnlar price $1. special.. 73c until December 25th.
All dolls, games, underwear and
$2.30, special price
a Bhort visit In town today on hia
1.90
various .other things at your own
way noma irom Raton. .
price; must be closed out at Mrs.
West
Gold
any
M.
come
204
doesn't
better than
It
205 South Second
Telephone 1014
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery. Wilson's, West Godd avenue.
yur
Leave
orders for a corn fed
Spbscrtba fol The Citizen and ge
Christmas turkey with the Richelieu the. news. i A
,
A Hard Debt to Pay.
Grocery.
t
o
. n 4 ...'It-iit,4 .
,1 T
ri I
n ...
that
DeWltt's little Early Risers are csn never be paid off." writes G. 8.
When you come"" to buy your
Christmas dinner, don't forget that the best pills made. Sold by J. II Clark, or weatneia, jnwa. ior my
"THE BEST ALWAYS"
O'RIelly.
Richelieu stands for quality.
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
n
n
Thomas J. Tierney. of Homestead.
New Discovery. Uoth lungs were so
Pa., has arrived In Albuquerque and rwp,,es Cured In o to 11 Days.
seriously affected that death seemed
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to Imminent, when I commenced tak- intends to make his home here.
. i rt. tnnil.
TV...
..I1I.....JU
Gerald Fitzgerald, of New Tork, cure any case of Itching. blind. jug XT ... 1l.nnu..ii
j.
ci .
i before
or protruding piles In C to dry, hacking cough quit
the
business manager for S. Aliller Kent oieeaing
bot-li14
money
days
or
SO
more
You
refunded.
cents. llrst bottle used, and two
In "Rallies," is In town on business.
NothJ
complete
cure."
a
made
Mrs. C. 3. Garcia underwent an
Alfulfn
for
Discovery
emvs,
equaled
New
ever
ing
rabbits
has
operation
at St. Joseph's hospital and chickens carefully
coughs, cold and All throat and
selected.
Just What You Order
yesterday and la rapidly recovering. ;iinrantccd
HOLIDAY
by
to fmlu K. V. Fee, 602-U- for
Guaranteed
lung complaints.
There will be a regular meeting
tSoutli llrst Street.
Trial
Phone
16. all druggets, 60c and $1.00.
of the Degree of Honor tomorrow- Careful utteiitiou to telephone orders bottes free.
Promptly, Carefully
evening at 7 o'clock at Odd Fellows'
n '
To all points in New MexThe reason we do so much ROV'GH
hall.
at
Delivered
Fresh meats and poultry dally
ico and Colorada, also EI
D. C. Labbe. representee of the DKY work I because we do It right
Grocery Co.
Occidental Life Insurance company, and at the price you cannot afford to Champion
Paso, Texas.
From a Stock That Is
will leave tonight for the southern have It done at home.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
part of the territory.
R. B. Myers returned home this
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder fills
Rate one and one-thir- d
fare
Always Fresh
morning from an extended 0tnv in relieve
backache, weak kidneys, and
the canal zone. Mr. Myers reside Inflammation
for
trip.
round
Date
of
sale
of the bladder.
Sold
,
at 21S Wert Iron avenue.
by J H. O'R'tliy.
Captain W. E. Dame arrived from
o
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
Collma this morning and Is vixiting
Nothing
more appropriate foi
Albuquerque friends while en route Christmas than a photograph.
One
to' New Tork, where he la called on dozen cabinet photographs
'07, and Jan. 1, '08
$3.00.
'
business,
MILLET STl'DIO,
213 West Railroad Avenue.
by
There will be a called meetlna of
Final Return Limit Jan.
o
he Guild of
John's church on
Meal.
Hand made articles at Mrs. WilThursday afternoon at the cnurch. It
6, '08
s very Important that all members son's, 224 West Gold avenue.
5QS W. Central :
are present.
238
jrou want anything on earth, you
If
Special conclave of Pilgrim Com- - can get It through th. want
T. K. Purdy, Agent
mundery No. 3 this evening at 7 of The Evening Citizen. We get re- 1(0 Fatt Coal Avenue
o'clock. Work In K. T. and M. de- suits.
UOCJOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXJOOuCXXXJU
grees. Vlxlting 8ir Knights welcome.
Ky order of Em. COm. Harry llaum.
recorder.
C00O4K5w04K50CsXDK)00
Charles Willow, a Navajo Indian,
was committed to the care of Chief
Deputy U. S. Marshal Foraker by
Judge Ira A. Abbott until he cun be
sent to the government Insane asy
lum in .south Dakota.
109 N. FIRST-ESTABLIS- HED
1882
The Iady Maccabees will give a
grand bull Wednesday evening. De
cember 18. at the Elka' hall. The
price of the tickets Is II, and the
Look for
prospects for an enjoyaible
evening
and a general good time are very
our Sign

ABOUT TOWN

go-ca- rt,

lhl "e

tio-Ctt- rt.

teihUt5

Go-Car- ts,

Go-Cnrt- fl,

(io-Cart-

Go-Car- ts,

HH-ch-

Go-cart-
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aOATRIGMT
o
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TRADE

im

Where

es

Get

tan-set-

RATES

-

Board and Room

$16.00

.

T. N, LINVILLE,

Per Month and Up
or
the Week, Day
or

.

.im

Indian Store-

IrS A. 'Abbott, of Ahbuuueroue. has
purchased from Herbert Hammond.,
property, "50x120 feet, on Wabaxh
avenue near Twenty-secon- d
street.
Chicago, worth about 120.000. The
price t not given but an Incumbrance
of $14,000 la assumed by the buyer.
C. C. Hall, known widely all over
New Mexico and Arizona, and especially In Albuquerque, as Lum, Is
one of the prominent men of Hollywood. Cal.
The current number of
the Pacific Outlook contain a large
halftone cut of Mr. Hall as a member of the Hollywood board of trade.
A fine carving
set, a beautiful
chafing dlnh, a five o'clock tea kettle, or a nickle plated tea or coffee
pot.
would make an acceptable
Christmas present. Tne Vhitney Co.,
113 South First street, are cloHing
these goods out regardleK of cost.
It will pay you to call and ee them.
J. S. Heaven, manager of the
Clarkvllle coal yard, ha extended an
Invitation to persons who buy his
coal to call at III office and get a
Prospective custom1908 calendar.
ers ot the Clarkvllle yards are Included. The calendars are the finest
ever brought to Albuquerque.
Architects are now bually engaged on the plans for the proposed armory and convention
hall, which
they expect to have ready to submit
ball committee
to the- .convention
and the New. Mexico militia,
In a week. M. L. Mem, representing the convention haH,, committee, ana Adjutant General. A. p.
Tarklngton agTeed on the lend of
building wanted and mada known
their desires to the architect.

'torn

MRS.E.K. NORRIS

The Bennett Curio Co.

promising;.

Grocer

Indian Store

When You Begin

Christmas
Buying

We have a lot of Bargains in Holiday

o9o

Coods, in addition to our regular line of
Indian and Mexican Wares, which we
have always sold at bottom prices.

REMEMBER

Navajo Pi'low Tops, Natural Wool, $I.2S and I.jo

sizes at l.oo.

Navajo Pillow Tops, Germantown Wool, 2. so and
3.00 sizes at 2.00.
Navajo Looms, 1.00 size, at 60c.
Indian Moccasins, 1.50 goods at 1.00.
Indian Moccasins, 1.25 goods at 65c.
Navajo Blankets at 20 per cent discount from regular prices.

All Goods Marked in Plain Figures-Y- ou
Save Money by Trading with Us

will

REMEMBER THE PLACE

c'n-mlHat-

NortK

1 st,

Just Above Central Ave.

ThatJAll Our Fine

Diamonds and

HM Grade Jewelry

represent Tunredeemed pledges," andhave
been secured at low prices, consequently we
are in position to sell them to you at a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
jeweler's price, and we will do it Call and
be convinced of the truth of what we say.

Iv.

G.

Rosenlield

The Alan You Caa Trust

118 Central Avenue

Albuquerque, N. M.

I

TUESDAY. DECEMBER

17,

'ALBUQTJJK'RQUE

l07.

EVENING

OTTIZEX

PAi.h.

iB&McmiUJPTWA u,m

mtiimiujie

Holiday Goods of All Description

Bee our $1 Painting Play Book at 35c
Moving Teddy Bear Books at 25 cents

.

Bill Nye's Comic Histories, Peck's Bad

Boy Series and many others

Including Big Line of Juvenile and Humorous BooksNext Door to Postoffice
Telephone 1104
-

French

1

For Cluristmas

For the Christmas Trade

Buyers

We bought more heavily of beautiful goods titan the present conditions Justify, ami in order to move these goods qufckly, we are
making prices lower than they should be sold for. Make selection
Rich Cut Gin, the mort bean-tifnow wlille the stock Is complete.
Hand Painted China ever shown in tlie do; leather Goods,
Toilet Seta, Shaving Sets, Baby Sets, rutin ty Perfumes Toilet Waters, Bo Candles. Don't fall to Inspect onr stock.
ul

Bakery

N. II.: Our Prescription

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

J.

momomcmcm0909090909Q9Q9Q9:

- FIVE

GET FREE
&

Almost

CHINKS WHAT HIGH

Consisting
STUDS. SCARF TIN'S,
RINGS. WATCHES, RltACELETS.pons,
bimhches,
watch ciuins,
boxes.
Mvmi
NIXK CHAINS AND
lAXTiETS, CUFF BUTTONS,
IN
LARGE VAUIKTY.
OTHER JEWELRY
WE GKT ' 'THESE CiOOIW ON LOANS, AT LESS
THAN THEI II JtEAL VALVE. AND YOU GKT THIS
BENEFIT BY ; BUYING OF US.

LICENSE
E

RIDE

Will

Come early, Select your Xmas Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

T

HOME

Brighten up the home
for the holidays and give
it a more cheerful
peirance. We have a
large stock of Tabour-ette- s,
pedestals, children's
chairs, rockers, tables, parlor tables, card tables, piano
benches, book cases, rockers, couches, davenports,
music cabinets, desks, cheval glasses, pictures, sewing
tables and baskets.

Style of Jewelry you may wish, with or without

9 Q9QQQQQ9Q1Q9Q9QQQ9Q9Q90m

Nickel

202 East Central

any

DIAMONDS

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles
)

New Things

Unredeemed Pledges

H. O'RIELLY CO.

The

8

1
That' the Kind Your
Mother Was
TWENTY
Trying to Make
Edwards

charge of registered

In

Pharmacists.

Bread and Cakes
;

Department always

We have removed from our safes, refinished
and placed on sale a fine collection of

,

T

The
MOST POPULAR

DINING ROOM
IN THE CITY

Columbus,
Motel

Y. A

Marshal Foraker Is Receiving Estimated that City's Revenue
Will Be Increased to $30.-00- 0
Many Applications From
Annually. , .
Would-B- e
Guards.
Twenty-fiv-

e

Chinamen

who

were

Phone 452

NOW
W.

Central

114

ittttTttttiniti
T

'
4

Increase city's revenue there- from to approximately $80,000.
Effectively dispose of beer
saloons in residence districts.
Prohibit sale of liquor in less
quantities than quart by drug- glHtS.
Cause springing up of saloons
outside the city limits.

,

FOR CHRISTMAS
more appreciated

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

than

Wliat would be

GOOD VISION
Call at my office aiul I will tell you lww you
ran make father or mother a present of a fine
pair of

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Qlae

Guaranteed to Fit Correctly
C. H. CARNES, Oph. D.

Militiiit tIKKI

114

uoooooocoooo

CAPITAL

Vest Central,

trelle-Oldeo-

n,

1

......

n

.

59; 54;

V

LUNA,

SOLOMON

President.
W. J. JOHNSOM.
Assistant OaahJer.

W. 8. STRICKLER,

SAYING VERSUS

Vice
.

WASTING MONEY

President and Cashier.
J.

WILLIAM MolNTOSII,
A. M. BLACKWKLL

C. BALD RIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL,

There should be reason In all
things, even In the spending of your
THE
money. Christmas shoppers, in go
ing the rounds of the town, are
struck with the great disparity In the
prices which different dealer auk for
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
He
substantially the same article.
goes Into some hardware store and
asks the price of, we will say, carving sets. Then he prices them some
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Bex Flinlkote Roofing
where else, and find that the second
man asks twice as much as the first.
He Is astonished, and entirely unAlboqtterqoe, New Mexico
First and Marquette
able to account for the difference.
It may not occur to him that carving
sets belong legitimately to the hardware business, that they will be sold
upon as close a margin as an ax or
a stove, whereas the second man he
GIVE US A CHANCE
asked is engaged in another branch
of business, upon which he bases his
hope of future patronage, and Is carTo figure on that h'!1 of lumber.
rying carvers only as a side line for
Our lumber conn-- , from our own
what he can make out of It, and
the more the better1 for him. Take
mills located In the best body of.
this tip: If you are out to buy Jewtimber' In New Mexice.
elry, go to a Jewelry store. If you
A large stock ' of dry. spruce
want hardware, go to a hardware
purchase
words,In other
dimension on hand. Why not buy
store.
your goods of the dealer who makes
the best when It'll Just as cheap?
of goods his
that particular line
It will pay you to look Into this.
specialty. A Keen
his
IJlrnm;'nt r0f iuck points a. this.
h KOVern,ment ot your actions
Is Just what makes the
RIO GRANDE LUMBbH GO.
difference between the thrifty and
t Ha thriftlMCfl
man.
Phone 8. Cor. 3rd and Marquette
For example, The Wagner Hardware company embraces in its regular, legitimate business, hardware of
all kinds, and a full line of queens-warincluding fine Havlland china,
hand painted china, cut glass, silver
dishes, tea Q4K)0O04K5404O4t04K)4
chafing
table service,
sets, and the like, all In Just as fine
quality as can be had anywhere Ina
can give
town. Now If any one some
other
good reason for paying
Identically
the
for
two
dollars
Jubr
sells
same article that Mr. Wagner
o
hlth-tupon
a
for one, why ho has hit
ESTABLISHED 1 883
undiscovered principle of logic
Minister fteooiiimeuils
A Methilriwt
Representatives of the Only
Cluuiiberlaln's Cough Remedy. s
Chamberlain
used
We have
Cough Remedy In our Home for even
years, and it has always proved to
We have
remedy.
be a reliable
found that it would do more thanIt
for It.
the manufacturers claim croup
Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,
and
good
for
Is espaclaly
whooping cough.
Schaeffer, Straube.
Rev. James A. Lewis,
Church.
M.
C.
Minn.,
Mllaca.
Pastor
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is
Interior Piano Players. Kimball, Marshall, Wendell,
sold by all druggists.
Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machine
Victor Talking Machines
ROUGH DRY.
Call and Hear our New Records.
Open Evenings
Piano Tuning
Do you know what this means? If
not ask our drivers to explain It to 909O90K)W3O)Oe01K)eK)9)CCmO0)0mi
yU' IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO,

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

-

e,

The Wiiitson Music Co.

CmCIiERING PIANO

Consult

a

Dentist OssO000JKD4sOJKXK

Reliable

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Cold Crowns
Painktia Extracting

P

.. ,.5o

The Lobby
Prop.
H. H. Samuils,

$8

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

115

WeSt Central JlYe.

f
9

t

Fine Wine,Uquor & Cigar
-

Free Lunch Day and Night

04K)K)4JK3K34K0O4K)4K)04

OR. C. H. CONNKR

physician and,
omrrorATMic
BURQMON
All
DRS. COPP and PETnT.
ROOM U, N, T. AJkMDO BLDG.

1

$150,000.00

Officers and Directors!

PHONE 45$.

-

go-ca-

Central Ave.

308-31- 0

ANB UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Examination
licensed
There are now ferry-on- e
FREE.
saloons In Albuquerque and It Is beorhigh
new
license
lieved thai the
dinance passed by the city council
last night will cau.e at least half of
them to go out of business, principally the beer saloons In the residence PIANO STUDENTS
. .4
districts.
saloons, at the ores
The forty-on- e
GIVE A RECITAL
ent rate of the license at $260 a year,
I pay
annually $10,250 into the city
cuiiem, uui uiiuei mo new uiuiiihik-o- i
J. A. Gardner, 'Prop,
'
figuring that twenty
saloons wti
SEATING
CAPACITY
The nlano recital rlVen at the
West Silv.r Ave,
109-- It
last evening
studio
club
Commercial
I
to bv th MlsKea Ellen Mary
enue from license will amount
Uamsay,
year.
a
Anna Catherine Monley and Margaret
ENTIRELY SOLDI"" lty officials
new
believe that the
Helen Asselin, pupils or nosa
ordinance will effectively dispose of
was a very pleasant
the beer saloon in the residence dts entertainment and successful In every
fear that the smaall saloon particular.
Miss Helen cowlea,
FOUNTAIN IS STILL
Glee Club Entertainment ProiiitoCH to tricts. butwill
move Ju-- t outside the
keepers
assisted in the program, af
bo Grout Plnniicinl Success.
city limits and do Dusiness tnere.
ter which certificate. of attainment
It Is said that practically all the in nin.no. harmony and history or
WITHOUT A SITE
will
saloons In the business district
The young ladies of the Albuquermusic were presented to each of the
que High School glee club have met take out the new licenses, and tha former mentioned young ladles.
galoonlsts
majority
probably
of
the
a
At the recital to ue given lonigm
with such favor in the advance sale
tickets for their entertainment to In the city will, begin dropping off by the pupils of Jtosa Futrelle Old- No Market Place a Yet Teleihon of
cannot
see
they
tnat
ai eon, In the Commercial ciuo stuaio.
be given at the Central school audi- when they
ComiMiny Must I'ho New Street
torium Friday evening ihat Principal ford it. of
the following program will be given:
NamcM.
saloon
Many
downtown
the
reThome
necessary
to
It
found
Miller has
sign
petitlo
the
quest them to sell no more. This keener refused to
Misses Anson and Lembke.
high
against
Drotesting
license
the
drinking was made necessary because of the
fa) Song Without Words Krogmnnn
The city's new granite
nas presented to the council (b) Curious Story
Heller
fountain for horses and dogs is still limited featlng capacity of the as- whichnight,
saying that they.wante
last
the sembly room.
Miss Irene Borders.
without a site. The action of
Morceau Caracterlstique
The program which will be ren- an Increased tax.forty-on- e
Banla Fe In backing out of its agreesaloons
Wollenhaupt
Ten of the
ment to furnish a place for the gift dered Friday evening will be repeat- Albuquerque
by
brewer
are
backed
about
beginning
sea
Miss Frances Lesemann.
at
Saturday
at
ed
afternoon
has left the oouncilmen
by
iej.
the Southwesteri
Nine
Raff
i
2:30 o'clock. This will give the pupthe matter.
one by Tarentelle
of ils of the lower grades as well as Firewery & Ice company andcompany
Miss Charlotte Lembke.
Alderman Learnard, chairman
Liquor
Consolidated
the
to
Beethoven
the committee having the fountain others who have not been able
Brewery, of St Contre Innse
Miss Laura Coen.
in charge, was Instructed to have it secure tickets for the Friday evening agents for Lemp's new
the
condition o Vncal Tuet "Haru of the Winds"
moved from the Santa Fe freight de- entertainment an opportunity to hear Louis. Underbreweries
will
remal
both
.
affairs
Abt
pot to city property until a Bite could the girls sing. Instrumental music,
readings and a farce will he other bin kern of some saloons In the city. Misses Viola Blueher and Lola Neher
be cecured for It.
are
distribute
saloons
The
nor
..Schubert
Minuet in B
The purchase of a pumping plant features of the program. The price throughout
the city as follows: Cen
on Saturday will ' be 15
Miss Ida Feikert.
as an aid to the old sewer system of admis-lo; Third Btreet,
Ten
t;
avenue.
B,net
Fantasle-Tarentelle
tral
Harenterwas recommended by Alderman
cents. The proceeds of both
houses. 5: Second street.
Mi's Salome Htateson
rison, chairman of the sewer commit- tainments will be ued to defray the derloinstreet.
2;
Dog
Town,
11;
TIJera (a) Norwegian Bridal Procession
tee. The plant will cost from $1,500 expenses of the girls in a trip to First 1;
Orleg
Fourth street, l; soul
. .
to $2,000, and was asked for by City Santa Fe, where they will go holiday road.
1.
Broadway.
avenue.
1:
Gold
report.
Hollander
The
In D flat
to
Gladding
sing before the Territorial
in his
(bl
March
Engiueec
week
The new ordinance prohibits tn Ml.wes Feikert, Blueher, Lembke and
matter was referred to the sewer Teachers' association.
sale of liquor In less quantities that
Anson. .
committee.
ouart by the drug stores, unless
Acting Mayor Wilkerson spoke of
liquor
dealers
a
retail
out
ihey
peace
take
the
of
a
breach
L
the need of
In , use.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ordinance which would fully cover
It was ald today that the saloon
the grounds Judge Ira A. Abbott dis-in
price
of
bee
would
keepers
the
raise
recently
having
the district court
COSTS $1,500 lo ten cents on me urst oi tne yea
missed a case on the ground . that
KC. Ixmls Wool Market.
when the ordinance goes into enec
there was no city ordinance covering
Louis, Uec. 17. Wool meady;
tt.
but the report could not be verified
u
,
,,
Several of the owners or large sa unchanged.
!(
.. ...
ittnrnpv HICKev was innrui:i- oons positively dt nled It.
,,
pHlJ
ed to, draw up an ordinance making
be
,hoi1
teachtrs
that
Saloon keepers will have to pay
St. IjOiiI SM'ltrr Market.
assault and similar offenses againm
by school $1,925
grunted
during
vacations
In licenses now when they en
comett. Louis, IK'C. 17.
Spelter dull,
whethed
pay
the peace punishable, public
will
its
Albuquerque
boards,
g ige In business in Albuquerque. Thi I4.UO04.O5.
place or school teachers $1,500 during
mitted on a street or
the citv
county
li
$1,500,
license will be
on private premises.
holiday, for which the
license
$400. and territorial
ordinance Chrixtmaj
New York Metal Market.
The council pased the
city will receive no return. The cense.
weigher
$25.
city
New York, Dec. 17. Lead weak,
of
creating the office
was
decided
length
vacation
of
the
measures
3.50; hike copper weak, 13i
$3.40()
scales
and
of
Inspector
upon at the meeting last night and
and
13V4 I silver E3V4c.
which will be held by the chief of the cost of the vacation discussed at
WAGON LOADS OF
the fire department.having In charge length.
New York Money Market.
The committee
Hills were allowed and Miss Sus
on
place
a
market
for
New York. Dec. 17. Money on
petition
the
Watson of St. Paul. Minn., was
between North anna
6
16; ruling rate 12 per
AT
HAWLEY'S
call
TOYS
firm.
succeea
the tiania Fe ground railroad
Miss
Lollte
to
tracks, appointedresigned.
per
cent; prime mercantile paper
First street and the
Miss Linder is- to
Under,
SuperintendDivision
cent.
reported that
be
married.
reFe, had
ent Myers, of the Santa
Thii li my last year in the toy
the matter.
ported unfavorably on
Chicago Produce Market.
discharged.
huxinr?. Mv store U full of them.
was
Chicago, Dec. 17. Closing:
Th committee
FIRE
AN
of
unopened
boxea
are
estate
$8,000
and
there
real
a
Porterfleld,
D. A.
Wheat May 105; July 89 M.
them stored away. I be.leve I hav
July E8.
man, asked the council why a water
Corn May
any
other
by
half
than
a
on
toys
more
South
May 53 V;
May (old)
main had not been laid and Lewis
Oat
every one of
city,
and
FE
the
in
SANTA
AT
store
Iron
July (old) 48V; July it.
Walter street between
them must get out by the tirt of the
$13.12
May
avenues, a he had been assured two
Pork Jan. $12.87'
I need the room for other
year.
years ago that the council had orLard Jan. $7.75; May $7.82 W
It,
will
cut
get
to
order
in
lines,
laid.
and
dered the water main
ths
The Laughlln building In Santa Fe and slash at the prices until you 85. nibs Jan. 16.77 H; May $7.05.
Acting Mayor Wilkerson said once.
at
suffered considerable damage by tire can't help but buy.
matter would be investigated
fire started tn the
If you can't find what you wish
Alderman Harrison was appointed last evening. The o'clock
New York Stocks,
and burn among my toys, you are pretty hard
7
a committee of one to notify the basement about
Atchison
clothing
from
run
in
value
They
company
two
it
please.
ed
hours.
to
Ehle's
for
that
$&
Telephone
Colorado
Preferred
stop
dollars,
and
damage
dito
great
from
one
twelve
suffered
cent
its
stock
in
names
old
using
street
t5H
is
Central
New
York
partial
A
United
between.
of
the
stations
The
furniture
water.
at all
rectory.
1104
Pensylvania
States Bank and Trust company was list:
71Vi
Southern Pacific
cubs,
one
damaged
by
old
ana
and
Teddy
Bean,
both
fire
ha.ilv
fur
Julietes,
11 7
Indies' fine piano felt
Pacific
The ofllcea on the second dolls, large and small, doll carriages, Union
"
toe. water.
trimmed, flexible sole, medium
Preferred
trunks, houses, stoves, dish- Amalgamated
floor were stained with smoke. The
Copper
low heel.
The celebrated Dolgevllte
ii'i.
dull
everything
at
a
altogether
estimated
else
damage
es,
beds,
is
as
and
guarantee
25
make. The name is a
U. S. S.
wagtrycycles,
Automobiles,
$8,000.
needs.
oi
V4
quality
wearing
Preferred
t real merit and uppers are made
ons, wheelbarrows, tool chests, trains,
these slippers. The
meengines
run,
carts,
CLASSIFY.
hose
LATE
TO
TOO
that
the
from fine selected live wool felt, and
Kajixas City IJvestock.
toys of all kinds, air rifles,
reperfection of strength, warmth dur- WANTED A cook. Apply at once chanical
Kansas City, Dec. 17. Cattle
trumpets, drums, balls, games, banks,
pliability, while the aoles are green,
Market slow to Meady.
Santa Fe hospital.
cash registers, tops. Noah's arks, ani- ceipts 10,000.
; noutheru
to
able leather. Colors are red,
4.60
$3.60
Southern steers
mal toys, etc., etc.
Prices $1.25 and
brown er black.
and feedOur shirt and collar work Is per
The point yon want to remember coaa $1.40r3.25; stockers
$1.60. C. May's Shoe Store, $14 West feet.
bulls $2.SO4.00;
If la that THKY MUST GO, RBOAKD-LES.- S ers $3. 004.40;
FINISH"
DOMESTIC
Our
avenue.
steers
25;
Central
western
OK PRW'B, and go at once, clves $3.50$.
the proper thing. We lead others
...
$Z..50tl
cows
5,?i); western
$.7E((J
OV
TI1M
HAWIjEV
XRNER.
follow.
!
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
a.ito.
Opohil I'owtoflice.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
at CUasPlB jttrocery lo,
--

ALBERT FABER

WITH AMPTJS MEANS

What tlx New High Incense
caught stealing Into New Mexico
Ordinance Will K:
In
last
over the southern border
the
of sa- - e
Iteduce the number
approxt- will
loons in Albuquerque
be deported to
few months
by
mately
week.
e
part
half.
of
this
China the latter

The Chinese will be in the custody
of Deputy United States Marshal Ed.
Newcomer.
Newcomer and Chief Deputy C. M.
next few
Foraker will be busy the accompany
days securing guards to
the Chinamen to the shores of the4r
native land. There Is usually a delOOOOCXXXXXXXXJOOOOOOOCXOXXJO uge of applicants for the positions.
The Chinamen to be deported were
captured by the immigration inspectors at Alamogordo, Las Cruces and
HENRY'S
Demlng and are now in the jails at
'
those i laces.
Cleaning and Pressing
Deputy Marshal Newcomer and his
guards will leave Kl Paso on the
Works
morning of Dec. 21 in custody of the
Chinese for San Francisco. On De
The, most
cember 84 they will sail on the Siberia for Hong Kong, Deputy New
cleaning and pressing
comer and his guards going all the
way.
city.
in
the
parlors

Our pikes are strictly reasonable in every department. Fe member we
set aside yotir selection for delivery when desired

Curable Dleeetee Trimtid.
He CUmrge for Ceetultmt.en.
924 N. r. ArmQe B mil 4 Ing

Champion

GROCERY COMPANY
1
W.
Matteuccl
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ST

restored, prices would he normnl
situation would
.ii.tc.l '
"Political economists declare that
the price Is invariably charged by a
monopoly wh'ch will return the Ian:-- ,est possible pvi'it t
the liarchollbuyers of t ii u ktvits, and thai
con- O'i1 kIvpii
ice or prida-lerntion. A street railway havintf
xc luslvo riciits wi.l fix Its tare at o
ran- it can
the courts had declare! cents, because a!,f S thai
".Ucr
per cent.
a d.vhiei.d
lru-.;to tie llieitnl. monopoly work- cil out the iiiucnioiis whtMne
of a routs few persons would ride, and
central holding corporation,
ns In the dividend would lie reduced to 4
riot-i.Mole woo. o rule at ju,
the
nf flirt
il l l..s 1" r cclll.
Conipanv. into whop possession wasi1"1' the dividend then woti.d be on'y
At '' "'"ls there would
Klveii a niaj.oUy Of the shares of ther l"'r ''"
but oniy u dividend
cai,
Northern Purine and Ureal Nor. hern "' crowded
at
competing
rallnnvs.
lines which!"'t 1 I'r cent wuld be earned
cnaiKe for service,could not be openlv and direct! v
1"
dlvicntiely
upmi
based
owned by the jr'inic interests.
The therefore. Monopoly
is skillfully iib'.e
holdniK company received the profits (lends.
selfish,
In
whether
and
street
two
companies
of the
constituent
or titi.v other Irfisincss."
and disbursed them In the form of
disclaimer,
Notwithstanding
his
dividends. When the case was takMr.
I'uidy
has origina led more tion-- ,
en in o court, however, this new kind
of monopoly was also declared to be ble for railways icid tiut.s than has
asiilimton, except t ie
iinlii .vfnl
The enm t ilerrMi l. among any man in
com- - preMdent. lie sits in his otlicc. smok-r.nn- v
other things, that the holding
n
k
April
,1
like
an
brush heap and
'dp
n
v
t,nt
ds
reeelvf
rr.n.t
nierny mm dead-j- i
If thinkiiiK with (
from the constituent companies.
And he looks like a lawyer1
it could not receive dividends it was llness.
the old school dressed
useless in carrying out the functions aIn lawyer ofclothing,
expert In modern
modern
was
consequently,
intended,
and.
methods, and prolundiy concernid in
without purpose or value.
11
is easy for the
modern condit ons.
Monopoly lofciitC(l Three-- Time.
Imagination t) project him twenty
you
see,
nionop"Up to this point,
years inio the future and see a large- o:y had been (HTeated mice times, nosed, keen-eye- d
and smooth-face- d
First, it could not compel gentlemen judge, w onili rfully able. austerely
10 Keep tneir promises,
iu honest nnd ferociously unafraid. The
government had outlawed the trusts ,,,asiiig note is la, king in tiis mas-- I
Third, holding
by court decisions.
voice and tin? pleasing
in a suit brought by the sj,M1 is
,js masculine
,S(MU f,.,,,
government, wire vuide c.i.olly inop- - fa,.(. .Sometimes lus discourse has a.
-.
corHugh
cr.itivrhoj.plng-bliWhat remained?
k wound,
bul withal
pnr.itions, living in the open, doiux n,.r i(,
atmosphere of leisure in
business in the sight or everybody, )lis presence, where nothing l.s bur- a id owning '..uiv .s of supply, noaiw , ied and where lustiness, liasie and
and other facilities emniion me chained to rings of iron'
of distribution
for giving them command of their- )n tnt. Wrtn
"you arc muscled." I said
line of trade throughout u,s counlie a
try.
fooiiali pia;.cr. Where were you
,
re-.'
trained
"It wns vour suggestion that
In my father's pot shop. He had
ceivers be Mppoinied for
a
repottery at Mogadore. In hin, and
would
What
corporations.
at Whitehall, In Illinois."
sult from such a proceeding?" sugges- one"And
you
learned
the potter's
am coming to that; the
tion, however, was hardly mine, but trade?''
"Yes.
We
I
to
moved
Akron, not
a
discussion
of
rather the outcome
far from Mogadore, where my father
had with another law officer of the started
a inauh factory. He sold It, I
government. We were talking about
nueu believe, to o. C Harber. now nresl- economic conditions in me lsingle
of
dent
the match trust, and ihen
a
States and It was said that
to Illinois, and there I was em
Individual or a c iropany of immense went
ployed
on Saturdays and during valy wealthy men might eventually get
cations na a ball maker.
In those
control of nearly every sort of busi- days
potter had a boy to weigh
each
to
were
means
taken
ness unless
and to work olit the air bubcheck and regulate the monopolistic his clay
tendency of the time. What could bles by cutting It. to pieces with a
he dune,' we asked. If it Were shown wire and then kneading it into a
in court that a certain corporation by compact mass. I picked un the trade
Its ownership of raw materials, ma- In thatw fashion and my father gave
me a
neei
and a Journeyman s
chinery, etc., abs it'.t.ely governed
If I had Jugs or crocks, I
markets in the way of prices wages.
prowould
make
J n dav.
about
particular
of
On?
supply
Its
and the
duct? Its operations would be In re- Saturday I earned $" with tops for
Jars. That ws so exceptional,
straint of trade and unmistakably snuff
Illegal.
What action, then, should however, that I have never forgotten
It."
to
it
do
shut
court
take? Would
the
"You went to school?"
all the mills or factories of the monopoly? Perhaps a court would have Alnnys at ilio 1'oot of Ills C'biss.
existing,
power to do so, monopoly
"Surely, but study was distasteful
but If the offending corporation own to me, and I was always at the foot
Pe,r,1 owned ?!
When 1 Krew up I tried
to lessen the regret
memorv and
mills and elevators the people would soften neighborhood of
tradition bv atbe deprived of flour. In either event, tributing my Indolence
backthe monopoly would be punished by wardness to poor vision. and
1
have
being prohibited from doing busi- bed eyes, and didn't, befiln did
to wear
ness, but the public would be great- spectacles until I was 17 years
ly inconvenienced and distressed and but the plain truth Is I was old,
not
general business much disturbed.
studious, and school was a hateful
place to me. Indeed, I decided to go
Says MonoKly Can lie !revciitol.
the pottery for good. My fathcourse Into gave
"Obviously. some othe
his consent
because ho
would be better. Why not, we argu- er
thought
I should never succeed Ht
ed, apoplnt a receiver? Nothing then
else,
anything
my
nut
mother she
need be closed. The monopoly would was a
wise and determined woman
be operated aa usual, but under the
temporary direction of an officer of and the real head of our family
'You shall go through the high
the United States court until the said,
no matter what happens or
business could be adjusted in har- school,
I was then a
mony with law. The people would how long it takes.'
not be deprived of meat or flour, and Junior, and about 16 years of age.
Well,
was
the first turn In mv
confusion would not result of other life. that
Hut for my mother I should
kinds of business. In the meantime. be
a potter this very minute.
monopoly, as a whole, could be gradually broken up. The mills of New
"I continued at school under her
Kngland, In the south, and on the orders and loafed as usual. One day
sepwe
had a lesson In physlclal geograPacific coast could be sold to
arate Independent companies. Those phy on the tides. I took up my
In the central west culd be finally book, as a matter of routine and
handed back to the beaten monop compulsion, and for some reason beolists, along with the money receiv- came Interested. At the recitation a
ed from the sale of the constituent girl and myself were the only pupils
Competition
would who understood the subject. We were
establishments.
zr.
controlled the nil Industry of tho
I'nlted Httes. Th'y operated nil of
and pipe lines, pnld oui
eveiy rent of money,
juoh dividend as they
jum lied. put monop
Flaifp of Its evo
lulion. had cone Into writing;. Into
sljtnod documents, nnd had made itvisible and reachable
"'if

ss

BITTERS

!''

ta

nt

me,

"The law," and he was very earnest
he said It, 'recognizes certain
confidential reTat ons, such as attorney and client, physician and patient
on.
Wira; passes between
and
them Is private, and for ages has received the protection
of
the law
against' public innuistlion. It would
lie difficult, therefore, to obtain sufficient facts on which to base prosePersons having knowledge,
cution.
you know, would be silenced."
"But the names of lawyers are attached to the papers which go on
record, and a working monopoly
can't be formed without papers."
"Under the laws we already have
nil persons, attorneys included, having knowledge of acts and doings In
furtherance of any combination or
conspiracy In restraint of trade are
guilty of participation therein and
may be prosecuted."
Refuses Full Cmlit.
"You touched into life and dormant Elklns law," I said, leaving
pleasant speculation
and taking a
sure footing on fact, "and S600,00u
in honest lines were assessed against
railways, their officers and customers.
Why wasn't that bludgeon of usefulness employed earlier 't"
"At the start, let me say, I do not
claim the credit you give me. The
effectiveness of the Elklns law came
during the gradual development of
the business in the office of the attorney general. At first the government was busy with cases against the
trusts.
Again, there was delay because we lacked proof. Hallway men
say they abominated the custom of
giving rebates and would be glad to
quit It. but they would help us to no
Information. Nor would any shipper
admit that he had demanded and received rebates. He was unwilling to
confess that he had gone to the Burlington railroad, for illustration, and
obtained
concessions
under the
threat of favoring another line with
we had
Consequently,
his business.
a tedious and protracted task to
build up our cases. When we finally
got at the truth, however, suits were
begun all over the country."
"It Is likewise known that you discovered new prosecuting- possibilities
In the ancient and much ridiculed
law?"
Sherman anti-tru- st
"Neither have you put your last
statement in just the right way. The
attorney general. In contemplation of
law, is responsible for all that ocWe do not
curs In this department.
try cases: but policies are discussed
and decided here and word ls sent
to the United States district attorneys
throughout the country to proceed
along certa-ilines. We get Informa
tion, for Instance, from the Intercommission.
state commerce
that
some law ls being violated. Our at
torney in that particular region Is
asked to make an Investigation ana
undertake such action ai may be
necessary. Now what may be done
by us in any matter, large or small,
Is not the wisdom of one man, but
Answering your
of the department.
question impersonally, I do not hesisay
tate to
that the Sherman law
can be successfully employed against
the trusts."
Ilia Definition or a Trust.
"My definition of o trust, of course,
The
would be somewhat technical.
popular meaning of the word, howgrown
so comprehensive as
ever, has
to Include nearly all large business
enterprises which have the power to
fix and maintain prices. The monopolists idea first took concrete form
in what wua called the 'gentleman's
agreement.'
Five or six manufacturers or a small number of railway
officers would come together and
promise to keep prices or freight
rates ai a certain level. They were
gentlemen, and hence, probably arose
agreethe expression 'gentleman's
ment.'
but they frequently broke
their word as soon as they left their
meetings and resumed their independent methods of doing business.
It ts true they would stand together
occasionally, but at best their informal and intangible organization was
weak and menacing, and they were
never aure of one another.
"Some effectual binding had to
be substituted if monopoly were to
be scientifically developed in a large
business. Four or five men might
control the retinlng of oil and honorably carry out their promise, but
when seventy persona and firms, representing all the grades of human
nature, were brought into union unsecret and verbal understandder
trade
ing their conspiracy against
and the people became too unmanIrresponsible
for the
ageable and
practical and skeptical minds which
had organized it. So the oil business
was put into a trust. That Is to say,
oil companies
the share in all thewere
deposited
In the uomblnation
with seven trustees and trust certifier srlven in exchange to the
cates
original stockholders.
"Thus It occurred that seven men
s
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Amoni; medicines to

,.ue

expres-companie-

pre--

K

vent Chills rnd Colds
y there's ii"
t equil the
M bitters,
r 54 winters
i-

it as been ti v
complete
satisfaction ;md is v.'mi thy
of a tii.il.
It also cures
I

i
I

Dyspepsia,

Indigestion,

y

Biliousness, Kidney Trou- bles and Female His.

Heartburn, Costiveness,

-
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,
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Grand Canyon and Return

u

I

j
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ra.l-roa-

Wjshliiplon, I). C, Dee. 17. Speto the Globe
cial correspondence
Democrat. Should lawyers be punished for helping tricky and avaricious business tio n to extort unreasonable prices from the public?
Would !t be practicable to penalize them fur the veiy impor.ant part
they take la the organization of
tru.L and monopolies?
Is the person who tells another,
eitner for a lee in hand or a
of the enterprise ,hov to get
a cerialn sale and apply the explosive guil;y if burglary?
Tlie purpose was to lay all three
questions, before Milton Dwight Pur-i- t
to the attorney general
of the United States, and the one
particular man who has found an
iictual way to terrify rich and arrogant breakers
the law;, but Mr.
Purely is himself a lawyer and entangled, no douot, In the ethics which
often '"strain the ready voice of his
route-n- .
Therefore I only asked
the second.
Manifestly, the inquiry was unexpected. We were alone In his ottice
and Mr. Purdy had been nervously
and vigorously smoking a pipe. Penalize tne lawyers!
Who are they?
Not shysters, surely. Nor even middling men. Punish them site very
fruit, root nnd branches among his
brethren? Mr. Punjy spilled th
ashes from his pipe, doing It methodically, and then looked solemnly at
per-cen-

Standard
Typewriter

t'-.-

i

-

Arc iho Lawyers Responsible Pur TrkKcry of Uus-IncMen?" Asks Purdy.

ISI)y,

!

s

V.n-ther-

TI

:i:id a dangerous

tho refineries
nnd received
noil declared
imuifrnt. were
"iy. In this

-i

FIGHT

CITirEX

praised by name and permitted to g"
home. All of the others in the class
were kepi alter hours.
Now. this
little incident Is worth mentioning
only because of Its possible bearing
onthe lives of those boys who are
peemlngly as hopeless as'l was. For
the first time
had received honorable mention from a teacher. And
for once, at least, I had thoroughly
known my lesson.
I could know it
again."
1
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STYMSII COAT.

For
Speed, Safety
and Surety

7 I The Titan of Chasms

Why visit the Alps, when Nature's Greatest
Wonder is less than 500 miles from home?

Stop over and visit the
Petrified Forest

in Traveling a SOLID
ROAD BED is Essential.

The
Underwood

Tickets on sale Jan.

Carriage rides 'securely
and smoothly day by day
and year by year.
J r. Talis, Prenldenu
tJ. OlosU, Vic Ptedldei

ME.:N"

'

The Underwood
Standard
Typewriter
wins

Speed Championship at
The National Business
Show.

wm.
wamY

tCT9rr

Z"S.fiOrt to
tjAKirt, nd HACHECHI A ClO'ill.
IVHOLK&ALr DKALMBB IN

f

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

kttp everything la

Mtook to outfit tho
most fattldlous bar complete
Have been appo'raee exclusive agente In the outhwt fer io. 8.
chllti, Wm. '.ernp nd 8t Louie A. B. C Breweries; Ytllevtetotta,

Green River, 'V. H. McBrsyar'e Cedar Brook, LOule Hunter, T. J. Hw
arch, and jther etandsrd bnfioa of whiskies, too numerous to mention.
WE ARS MOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell tho ft raii-n- t Article a received by us from tee
t. iaertoo,
DlBt'.iieriee and Breweries In tile United Stat 3. Cli aid koooet ou
8tock and Pr!c- - or write Cor Uuetrte Csuloja Ami
rlo Uri,
Usaed to dealer cnlr.

bt

Underwood Typewriter
Company

mmum trust co.

(722 Wtlton Street

Denver, Colorado
short, jaunty cont of white carathe front with
P. MATTEUCCI
buttons. Threeo.uarter length bImvm
have llarlng cuffs of aJpanase embroidery.
SHOE STORE AND REPAIRS
o
Take come irilawe ana afe
like KODOb for Dyspepsia.
KODOL ls the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
ail troubles arising from a disordered 105
digestion. It ls pleasant
to take
and affords relief promptly.
Sold
by J. II. O'Rielly.
iA

ALBUQUERQUE

cul Is fastened down

NEW MEXICO

capuai snd surplus, stewoo

Green Front

North First Street

MA SNOWDRIFT'S ACTIONS BOTHER THE CHILDREN

-

the

semi-annuall- y,

Cbu. Ifellnl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

and
No Failure of Signals

lLr?h??TJ.hJ

2, and 3

1,
Return limit 30 days from date of sale. Stopovers in either
direction. Call at ticket office for full particulars.

No Spreading of Rails
No Hot Boxes
No Flat Wheels

ic

Nature's Masterpiece

:

INTEREST

11
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m to
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

WHEN YOU WANT
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

Thornton,

STATE NATIONAL BANK

The Cleaner
Located

at

(

MONEY

rO0O&Y

I WANT A
Cft
MICHEL

ON

ALL THE TIME
INCREASING IN VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IiOWER PRICES
T1LN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.

OtfffT

ALLOWED

ALBUQUERQUE

121 North

Third
street.
The only real steam
cleaning plant In the southwest.
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
is cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask ls A
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold.
Goods called for and delivered on short notice.
PHONE-4- 60

BUILDERS'

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None Bet
Native ond Chicago Lumber. Sherw
Building Paper, PbxHtor, Lime, Cement, Gloss, Sash, Doors, Etc,
F.tc, Etc.
ter.

J.

C.

423 South First

BALDRIDCE

0X50XleKeKeX)oVDoK)oOoy

FIR&T NATIONAL BANK

S

OF

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company
The home of the Snowdrift family
abounds in secretH. Mother tiptoes
from room to room,
little bundles under her arm
and one of those wise old looks of
hers thut crafty kind of look in her
eye that seems to say: "Better be
good. fanty is watching."
The bttrKuin columns In the paper,
are eagerly Manned. Mother's room
and the big hall closet at the head
nol.si-U-sl-

ms-plcio-

the Htalis have been locked for the
pant week.
The children have gathered 'round
the fireside and confidently
whispered In papa Snowdrift's ear the
l"Mg list of presents 'they
expect
"Hear w.inty" to bring. There are
iuentnns like theHe:
"Where does JSunty go in summer?
"hy doeMi't he get an automobile
of a reindeer? Ills wifa must
have the rheumatism; she never
come
with him. .Doesn't she get
f

lonely 'way up there at the north
pole, when he's so fur away?
"A girl In our room says there is
no Santa C'laus.
I wouldn't want to
be her. because Santa Claus hears
her, and he won't get any presents,
lie only brings presents to nice little boys and girls. Doesn't he, papa?'.'
Poor old Papa Snowdrift. He Just
slKhH and admits he's up agniniit 11.
He Is glad the holidays only come
once a year.
He turns In, goea
to bed and forgets it.

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
LIABILITIES

RESOURCES
Ijoans and Discounts
$1.74,9t9 . 9
Ponds, Securities and Real Estate..
il.ti'i.H
$308,000.00
U. S. Bonds
Exchange
4S5.1S4.40
4.33I 51
Cash in Vault
Cash Resources
Totals

OO6K)X34K30XIOaKX)

Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

.$ 252.65S.02
200,000.00
. 2, 663,037.40

l.l(T,4(.t
SS,005,60.S

Totals

13,005,190.62
41

1

17,
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A NEW

FOR NEW

SLIGHTLY

BO

ANGRY

'The year 1908 will in
bility develop a new era

all proba-

of cultiva-

tion for New Mexico.
I,vnn & Coaain of New York City
and Pittsburg. Pa., who practically
control the entire cantaloupe crops
of the Imperial valley, Californa, and
Un. icv Ford. Colorado, have already
contracted for about one thousand
acres of cantaloupe, to be grown in
the Mesllla valley, near Las Cruceo,
N..M., and In order to have the melons uniform In variety and size and
properly cultivated and packed, have
experienced laboragreed to furnu-er under ther own toreman to grow
year crop.
adThispackfirmths has
spared no expense
In estaWlshlnf? a market reputation
valley and Kocky
Imperial
for the
Ford melons, and purpose to do tne
same for the Mesilia valley product
Kv actual figures the Imperial val
ley cantaloupe growers received the
following returns by Lyons ana cog
srlns for their 1907 crop:
Acres Per acre
Morlev and Arnsgo. . .22. ., .$458.71
410.65
II. Welchman
28.... S74.1
Stahl Bros
45....
-S33.20
.35
John A. Fiedler.
333.20
35
Horley and Koth
40
305.99
J. J. Miller
While the Rocky Ford growers
1300
to
1600
lasttvear realized from
per acre on cantaloupes contracted
to 'this firm, the land on which these
melons are grown commanding
price of from J600 to $1,200 per
acre.
The cantaloupes grown last year
in the Mesllla valley, were really only
and experiment however, it ispera iaci
cent
that they brought about ten Kocky
than
better price in Denver
by
acre
Ford melons, and computed
age would ncr the Mesrja vauey
irrnb.-ihrn 1 5 8
H'tf.
A large tract of extra choice land
ii.irticuiariy
vul.cy.
ir the H.cs'I'i
adapted to the growing of cantaloupes, and under the new Leasburg
cam. about one mile from Las Cru
been purchased by
ces, has rtc-ntlMesllla Valley Development
the.
into
company, and been
tract, and now
2Vt. 5 and
agreean
with
offered on the market
ment to cultivate and grow the lands
to cantaloupes, under the direction
nt M.tn T .van a and Cosreins.
H. H. McCord. the head of the
company, has opened an office with
room 9
r K" R. Sellers,
opposite
First
Cromwell building.
National bank, where he can be
hours for the
found during business
next week for ten ays, to give sucn
information that may be solicited.
Wltih the upper Kio Grande valley
.iivn to aii car beets, and a lower
Dortlon to cantaloupes, millions of
dollars will soon coma to New Mex
ico, that are now distributed
else
where, and will quickly add thousands in population to our territory
which will ra farther than anything
securing
the long
e.L,o
towards
nought statehood.

....

sub-divid-

re

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Tank Hitchcock's Conduct Is
the Cause of His
Displeasure.

your hat and
FOR HEXT Two rooms for light WANTED To make
suit look like new. In the car, west
204 North Walter
housekeeping.
Uold avenue. Phone 580.
street.
class stationary
rooms and WANTED Fir.-- t -good
FOK KENT Fuini.-heengineer wants
situation. A.
board in the Highlands. 615 East
Third ftreet.
South
820
Nelson,
J.
Central.
goodsT
G in ts'
second
rooms for WAN TED
FUR KENT Furnished
hand clothing, shoes and bats at
Apply1 at 109
light housekeeping.
ttreet,
of
515
south
South
First
East I'onl avenue.
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
for
furnished
FOR KENT Room
North VAT?TETBooks to audit or cor51"
light housekeeping.
rect, bookkeeping or olfice systems
Second street.
to open, dooks to aep -- veiunga
Auaress, u. e.
much experience.
B care Cltlien office.
FOR SALE
WANTED Ladles desiring new 'all
styles In millinery to call on Miss
modern
SALE Four-rooFOR
Crane, 512 North Second street.
cottage.
Cheap
for
brick
4th ward.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
a few days. P. O. Hox 218.
Phone
Also apprentices wanted.
baking,
Home
44.
taffies.
FOR SALE
Jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W. WANTED Stenographers, bookkeepFineron.
ers, salesmen, managers and office
modern.
men for onen positions In New
FOR SALE Nine-rooMexico, Arizona. Texas and Mexbrick dwelling, best location in
212
city. A. Fleischer,
South
ico.
Business - Mens Association,
Second street.
E. Central Ave., Albuquer203
que,
JOTjPhoti 257;
FUR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5. WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
men, between ages of II and 15;
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M.
citizens of United States, of good
FUR SALE 'Furniture ef
character and temperate habits,,
1004 For
who can speak, read and write
house for sale cheap.
of
Kngllsh. For Information apply to
avenue,
one
block
rester
north
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
car line.
Ave.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
gentle pony
FOR SALE A good
suitable for ladies. Cheap. Apply WANTED Detectives; we want good
Highland Barn.
men. Oldest secret service in Uni- "sHIrigle
FoTTTjA LE $7 0 (T
ted States. No experience needed,
Write
We give full Instructions.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
today. American Detective Asso
street. A. Fleischer, 212ft South
Second street.
elation. Indianapolis, Ind.
FOR SALli A brand new Stevens' WEALTHY LADY Income $2,200
single barrel shot gun. never fired.
yearly, losing disposition, desires to
A high grade and strictly up to
marry. Gentleman living In the
gun.
at
Citizen
Inquire
The
elate
Answer imme- west preferred.
office.
.
araieiy. miss in. aj., idi jepi., t.
Fifth avenue, Chicago.
FOR SALE One large American
draft horse, and one medium native horse, city broke, one phaeton,
MONEY TO LOAN
LIFE TERMS URGED FOR
one small two seated road wagon,
two sets single harness. Cheap If
taken at once. Apply 1520 South
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
Third, or phone 906.
good real estate security. P. O. Box
CRIMINALS OVER THIRTY
of Chicago Discusses
jrentjiiciit or social parasites.
C'luU

3

December 25 Elf"

Dr. Yaucaire's

In the Soiisntionul English

Sucoesf,

RAFFLES
THE AMATEUR CRACKSMAN
'I

he
A

M4

Play
Written.
0niwiny of Notable Players.
Kaxeiiuilln;;

An Event of Importance.
'First

Big Thrill of the season -- M. Y. Herald

The production in its entirety, jut
a
rfM'iited for one year at
llw lrlncen Tlvcutre, N. Y.

Price:

Matinee

60, 75, $1.00
75, $1 00 $1.50

Mgl.t
Curtain for Matinee at 3:15.
Curtala for night, M 8:30.

Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels nlso on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
303', 4 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
0K'H Evenings.
poa-esslo-

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Relieves Colds by working them out
of the system through a copious and
healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to the test
as Maple Sugar"

Children Like
ftt

BACKACHE

dfltfi KUotj

mi

WEAK K1CKEYS

BUddar

Pllls-S-

J. II. O'MIXIY

uri

A CO.

It

Trj

tal

Safi

Physician and Stirgnn
Occidental Life Building.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Telephone, 88.
Phono 606.
112 John 8tr
eiaddle
horses a specialty, mm
In
city.
drivers
DR. F. J. PATCIUN.
the
Proprietors
Sadie." the plcnto wagon.
Physician and Surgeon.
onion over Vnnn Drug Store. Of1 1 1 I IM IS
fice hours 0 to 12 a. m., a to 6, and
Up-to-Da- te
7 to 8 p. m.
441,
resioffice
Phones,
dence 61.Y

M

Fi Y
Styles
AT LOW PRICES

ltnm

STATE

BARGAINS

w

corner
Three room brick. Fourth
ward
One of the swellent residence

Employment Agencies

2,500
1,500
2,000
1,100
3,000
2,050
1,500

8,250

brick,

mod-

from two to 200
Tjots In nil parts of town.

5,500

Ranches
acres.
.

Formula

-

30-ac- ra

re

LIVERT. SALE, FEED ANB
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and ax
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE) ClT
8econd Street, between Railroad
a
Copper Arenus.

Don't Forget The

Thos. F. Keleher

LAWYERS

JAJP-A-LA- C.

408 Watt Rallraad Mwaoua

R. W. D. BRYAN
TOTI A OR API
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Rank Building, Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, IU4
,
Grain and Fuel.
AJunquerque. ly. 31.
Fine Line of Imported Wines LliQ
and Clsars. Place your orders 1
E. W. DOBSON
this line with us.
,
Attorney at Law.
T
.
NORTH TH .D
Office Cromwell Block,
Aliibquerqne, N. M.
llt-lll-tl-

THIRD STriEET

Meat Market

-

A. MONTOYA

Ali Kinds uf FreaU

m

M. L. SCHUTT
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l'BEXCH & ADAMS
UXDEKTAKEKS.
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Embalming a Specialty.

H

VETERINARY

II clr
au'.U
it.

v

WIM.IAM BEI.DEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Ientliry a Sccliilty.
I0J South Ixlltli Phone 405.

Annual Meeting1

lu i c.rf.K M.i. i...K T
.11

Afr--

New Mexico

-

XI

B

E

MISCELLANEOUS

Educational
Association

F. W. SPF.NCFIl

Architect.
1221

I

r

SANTA FE, N. M.

If You Want A

Plumber
Dec. 26 to 28,

1907
M

FROM RISING TO

SETTING SDN
Buster Brown Bread is made for
the health and strength of the con
turner. We don't "fake" bread we
make it and bake It the best way
knowr to modern men. These few
lines arj n teniied si.iw.y , aitrae
your attention ;j th'n first-clas- s
bak
ery.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South

Firt

St.

Tickets on sale Dec. 25 to Hj
28, return limit Dec. 30

RATE

$4.15
r. r.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

TrTTTTTTTTTTTXXXTTTTTTTrTl

KILL the COUGH

CURE the LUNGS

Our work it as our name
implies, and our charges are

WITH

right.

Nov

Afut
WANTED

this

T

COlOaU.

Tou
..

Ca
.

gl It throughla
,h:t,m

Phone 653.

A Significant Prayer.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen s Arnica Save known to al
writes J. O. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill.
N. C.
It quickly took the pain out
of a felon for me and cured it In
wonderful snort time."
Best on
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
2&c at all druggists.

AND

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
PURDY,

South. Walter.

tun

Dr. King's

Discovery

PHICK
oo a ii m
Trial Bonis Frw
THROAT AND IUNGTR0UBI ES.

zbiyxz1
OLDS

AND t .
GUARANTEED BATISFACXOiill
I
OB MONEY rjBFUNDED.

and aalt

Steam aosape Factory.
EMIL KLIENWOK'r
Masonlo Eulldlnn, North TU

as
'

j

hZZXZZZZZZXXXZZXXXZZXZZZXM

HOME.
jj

OUTFITTERS

For Rent

Every Wonuu
end

CO.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and X, Harriett Rulldlng, THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTY.
Over O'RIelly's Drug store.
wnen in need of aasti, door, frames
Appointments made by snail.
etc Screen work m specliUty. 4
Phone 741.
South First street. Telephone 408.
EDMUND J. AliGF.R, D. D. 8.
Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to A p. m.
DEVOES READY PAINT
Appointments made by mall.
800 West Central Ave.
Phone 450. One Gallon Covers 600 Sunre Fhi
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Iieaks, Iists Flye Tears.

1.400

7,500
town
brick, modern,

room

Seven

ern

In

BRONSON

ITomeopatliio Physicians
and SurDrug
Store.
gion. Over Vann's
Phone, Office and Res., 828.

DENTISTS

Six room house, West New
York avenue
4 room bIkIh Iron roof, lot
road,
0x 100, Mountain
line
near
5 room cement house, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
3rd ward
8 room frame, 2 lots, close
In
5 room hrlek, modern, corner lot, 3itd ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,

Six room
chme In

9t XH. "eena Phono
W. L. .r.lMLLt &

DR. SOLOMON I BURTON.
Phvslcinn nd Surgeon.
Highland office, 10 South Walter
street. Phone 1080.

FOR SALE.

j

LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
MISS CRANE

DR. II. L. 1ITJST
Physician and Surgeon
A T, N. T. Armljo Ru filling.

DRS. HRONSON

REAL

CARDS

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

The Business Mens Association
alfalfa ranch with- furnishes men for all high class po
In a few blocks of . the
Tex
In
Arizona,
. . 4,500
Mexico,
New
sitions
street car line
and recommends only
ranch five
alfalfa
by
Mrs.
Henri as and ofMexico,
Recommended
highest character and qualinil let north of town $65
Symes. to develop the bust from 4 those
per acre.
fication.
to S inches.
E.
ltuslnc.sa Mens Association, 203
FOR RENT.
IHA M. IiOXI
Guaranteed to be made from the
.
Central Ave, Albuquerque,
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
true Galega Extract,
is perrectiy
M. Phone 257.
Money
to ..loan In sums to stilt.
Attorney- nt IVnv.
haimless.
The Vaucaire Formula Is a general
Copyrlirlu.
Pension. Land Patent.
SALESMEN
tonic, but it has a specific effect upon
Ca reata, Ijetter I 'a tents. Trade
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
Marks. Claims.
S3 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
SIDE LINE For salesmen
Highland Pharmacy and Al- - GOOD
calling on business men and the
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
varado Pharmacy
stationery trade. Address, for parTHOS. K. D. SIADIMSON
ticulars, John W. Illff & Co., ChiPublic. 215 XV. Gold Ave.
Attorney-at-Lcago.
ApieiHl!clt- Office with W. n. Chllders,
or horse and
to abuse 8210.00 Motor Cycle
measure
Is due in a iuige
117 Went Gold Avenue.
buggy furnished our salesmen for OCXXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXX)
of the bowel-- , by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
traveling, and $85.00 per month
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
and expenses, to take orders for
the
afe, gentle cleansers and lnvlgora- INSURANCE
the greatest portrait house Inposttors. Guaranteed to cure neadacne.
world. You will receive,
biliousness, malaria and jaundice, at
paid, a beautiful 16x20 reproducB. A. SliEVSTER
all drug stores. 25c.
tion of oil painting In answer to
this ati. Write for particulars. R.
rooming flat, modern
811
Insurance, Rml Estate, Notary
STAGE TO JF.MF2.. liKATF-D. Martel, Dept. 228, Chicago.
at a bargain. Bargains In
WK.ST GOLD EVERY MKMNU AT
Fublln.
lie I ought at CJcuislnirg.
& O'CLOCK.
real estate, call and see.
David. Parker, of Fayette, N. T.,
12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Ito'ims
AcclAgent for Travelers'
foot at Gettysburg, writes:
Albuquerque, I. M. Phone 138.
Trial Catarrh treatments are be who lost aBitters
. dent & Life Insurance Co.
have done me more
ing mailed out free, on request, by "Electric
I
any
took.
good
ever
medicine
than
Di. bhooo, Racine. Wis. These tests For several years I had stomach
A. E. WALKEli
are proving to the people without trouble,
and paid out much money
a penny n cost the great value or
Fire Insurance.
purpose,
to
until
little
tmediclne
this scientific prescription known to for
Electric Hitters. I
druggists everywhere us Dr. Shoop's I began taking $500
Secretary
Building Association
Mutual
for what they
not take
111 West Central Avenue.
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all deal would
219 South 2nd Strait
have done for me." Grand tonic for
en.
the sged and for female weakness. fXXXXXXXX3CXXXXXXX)CXXXX)OOCX)
Great alterative and body builder:
Pal rinto Wells Mineral Water sure
cure for lame oack and weak
UNDERTAKERS
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
Guaranteed by all drugkidneys.
your grocer for It.
gists. 60c.
o
BORDERS.
Best remedy for mntYien, to use is
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXUXXXJ
tastes nearly ad good as mable sugar,
it contains no oolates. Sold by J. H. H
I'XDEItTAREn.
O'RIelly.
X

Jos.

KENT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. 1.

LOAX3

On

--

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

218.

ELKS THEATER

MILLER

PERSONAL PROPERTY

-

CRYSTAL THEATRE

3.

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

rOR RENT

President ttoosevelt. sny. a Washi
ngton special to the Brooklyn Times,
showing decided impatience wlih
Frank H. Hitchcock and other feder
al officeholders who are alleged to
be conveying the impression that the
administration Is winking one eye at
the Cortelyou candidacy for the re
publican presidential nomination.
T he president
realizes, from Infor- mution he has received, that he is
fist being placed In the position ofdisloyalty to Secretary Taft and.conihance at the Cortelyou campaign
He Is flatly determined that this shall
not cintinue, and in the last few
days he his spoken unmistakably.
Federal officeholders who are imp
orting Cortelyou and talking against
understand that they can
Taft nonot any longer do this at the ex
pense of the president's strong re
gard for and loyalty to Tart.
taken to the
The Information
president is that Mr. Hitchcock, who
is the acknowledged manager of the
Cortelyou campaign, has been tell
Ing various
especially
republicans,
those from the south, that the bot
tom has been knocked out of the
Taft boom and that the president is
re
perfectly willing that southern
publicans shall give their backing to
Mr. Cortelyou.
The straight facts
are that the president is by no means
satisfied that Secretary Taft has lost
any strength: has no Idea of desert
ng him for Mr. Cortelyou or anyone
else, believes that he will be nominated and elected, and will ftand
by him to the last.
That he has now passed down tne
line his determination that his ap
pointees shall not go out of their
way to injure Tart,
especially Dy
misrepresenting his own position, is
expected to create something of sen
sation politically. To many minus it
further foreshadows possible unfriendly relations between the presi
dent and his secretary of the treasury, who is cognizant of the latest
stand taken by the chief executive.

Physicians'

PAGF-- SEVEN.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Chicago. 111.. Dec. 17. A symposium on the treatment of the criminwas
al and other social parasites
held at the Joint meeting of the Phy
sicians' club of Chicago and the Law
club last night. These two theories
were advanced:
Elimination of criminal children
by sterilization.
Treatment of criminals over 30
years old as habitual.
and either
seeding them to penal Institutions for
life or putting them away in some
other manner, possibly by the cemetery route.
Dr. William T. Belfleld was the adM AOCABETC BALL.
vocate of the .'terllizatlon Idea. He
The Ladv Maccabees will give
up the biographical aspect of
took
ball on Wednesday evening. Dec. 18 the criminal, and after tracing the
at Elks' hall, Ticket $1.00.
development of the Individual to the
pe nt where he became a danger to
society, made a plea for race suicide.
"Morality is the arrest of the Instincts by Intellect," he said. "A child
Is a savage.
If he continues to Improve slowly he has a chance to outgrow his tendencies before he Is 30.
Before that he should be given all
the care possible. But when a man
commits a crime after 30 he may be
120 W. Grid Avenue
set down as a rule to be morally bad
For
wl'h no hope of Improvement.
tho mature criminal I would advocate
permanent segregation, either by the
penal colony or the cemetery. The
liic'eterminate sentence with the pa
THIS WEE-Krole is a radical error for the man
ovpt 80.
"The one hope of the material re
duction of the social parasite is in
Sherman and Fuller
We must prevent the
pieventlon.
cr.minals from breeding criminals
Illustrated Song
great
bulk of criminals inherit
The
arrested development. The ftate ha
L.
Goodhue
tOsra
let them breed and Impoverished It
self to take care of their children.
Macs
The
Dr. J. N. Hurly. secretary of the
luliaii'i State Hoard of Health, told
of "the Indiana movement." which
and the
Is the education of the prisoners In
to
allow
the Indiana reformatory
Crystak.graph
flienwHlves to be sterilized. More than
Sou of them have suomltted to liiis
operation so far.
Every
Matinees
Souvenir
IJul lit
When the S'omaeh. Heart, or Kid- Tuesday anil Friday.
nerves get weak, then these or
Children Cuiuly Matinee Saturday. nev
gans always fall. Don't drug the
stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. That is simply a make
shifc.
Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'i
Restorative. The Restorative Is pre
pared expressly for these weak In
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Re
tablets or liquid and see
storative
hov- - quickly help will come.
Free
sample tet sent on request by Dr.
Shoop. Racine, Wis.
Your health
Is surelv worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
M. Gaitcs
Mr.
o
Monarch canned gooda at Cham
Presents
plon Grocery Co.
The DlMtinxuUhcd American Romantic Actor.

3

CITIZEN.

IS

INDUSTRYiPRESlDENT

New York Men Propose to
Raise Cantaloupes In
Rio Grande Valley.

EVENING

ALBUQUEKQDE

107.

L
g

Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

.

306

W. Gold

Ave.

NZZZZZZZZZZZZZZXXIXXXZZX

Direct Route
TO

llie

Camps of Colorado,
I' tali ami Nevada; to Denver, Coli
rado Springs and Pueblo is via titer
Mlniiiir

Denver&RioGrande
RAILWAY
Tliroueh the fertile San Luis Valley,
to Ute Sail Juan county of Colorado.
For Information aa to rules, train
service, descriptive literature, etc.,
call on or address
F. II. MeRRIDE,
Airent, Santa Fv, N. M.
S. K. IIOOPKH,
O. V. & T. A., Denver. Colo.

at

HAIK DRESSER A1TD
DIST.

ClIIHOP.

Mrs. Bamb'nl, at ner parlors opposite the Alvarado and uext door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to Klve
thorough scalp treatment, do hale
dressing, Ueat corns, bunions and
She gives massage
nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparat"n of complexion cream builds up the skin and
14
improves ths complexion. and
guaranteed not to be Injurious. Sh
altJ prepares a hair tonic that cures
ard prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of tha
machines.
face, call and consult Mis. Bambini.
A Itclluble lteiiMtly for Croup.
With the dry, cold weather of th
esrly winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for ominous gymtoms. There I no
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain 'a Cough Remedy Is k pt
In the home.
if this medicine is
given as soon as child
becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
appeared,
the attack may
cough has
be warded off. Mr. S. Rosinthal, of
Turner, Michigan, says: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for Beveral
years and like it very much. I think
it la the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For sals
all druggists.
.

'ALBUQUERQUE

TAC.E EIGHT.

AUCTION!
r

-

Nw3X314VEST

RAILROAD

$3,000.00

AVQfeu- -

n
in and let us help you on. the
gift proposition. We have
made special preparation for the holiday trade
and can take a lot of trouble off your hands.
We have the largest assortment we ever carried of House Slippers, Dress Slippers and Shoes.
KIkh, Stylish ami Reliable
Slippers, FWt, Viol Kid of Box Oalf
Women's Shoos Patent KM, Vlri Kid or Ilox (felf.
Women's House Sllttprrs, Felt or KU1
Felt

Iw

Slipper ajul O xfonlK
Hoys ami Girls
Slippers for Hoys and Girls

Women's
Slmoa

...

for

1 1

Worth of groceries consisting of the
n
product of American and
tet countries,
will positively ba Bold
opat auction for cnh. Thl Is an
portunity that should appeal to all,
because we all have to eat or
Mr. C. N. Brljfham, the well known
Rrocer, located at 118 South Hecond
street, opposite the Flrpt National
Itnnk, having other large business interests to look after has determined
to dispose of his stock of groceries,
hemes, delivery wagons, fixtures, etc.,
at auction. They will go to the highest bidder for cash. If you have any
doubts about the above statement
be present at the time below mentioned and watch me hand out goods
at whatever price you may chobse to
bid. Hale begins Wednesday afternoon, December 18th, at 2 o'clock
p. m. and will continue afternoons
and evenings until this mammoth
stock Is disposed of. ThU Is a rare
chance for the merchant, and house
wife to stock up. Nothing will be
sr'd at private sale after sale opens.
Store will be closed Monday and
Tuesday In order to arrange goods.

X

CITIZEK.

TirKKOAY, TI

Wb'tn yau datlra Mbtalata Cam- fart In Proparly Flttad Classas

BEBBER OPTICAL CCO

0 South Second St.

$2.00 to $3.00
75 to 2.00
1.7 J to 5.00
(1.1 to
1.50
1.35 to 4.00
1.00 to 2.50
75 to 1.00

I

sL

Smoking Jackets
Bath Robes
Fancy Vests - -Fancy Hosiery -Neckwear

Jeweler
213 West Central 213
The

mm''mmmamammmmmmmaaaaaamaamammmawmmmmmmmmmm

m

FOR

THE AMATEUR

Holiday Gifts
at Right Prices

$3.50 to $12.00

$3.50 to $9.00
$1.75 to $4.50
-

25c to $1.25
25c to $2.00

Handkerchiefs-Initia- ls

15

Sweaters and
House

Slippers-F-

$4.00
assortment

Mufflers-Go- od

Slippers

elt

$1.5Q up

Fancy Suspenders

75c to $2.00

i
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ALL HATS

AT h PRICE
UNTIL XMAS

reports
Nothing but good
have
reached this city about the intensely
sensational Hornung-Presbre- y
drama
"Kaftles, the Amateur Cracksman,"
and now at last Joseph M. Galtes'
splendid company, with the talented
young romantic actor, 8. Miller Kent
as Kaffles will present the Play at
the Klks' opera house, Dec. 25.
Mr. Kent has made a genuine and
tremendous success In this best of
he
all detectives stories wherever
has played It In the United States,
and this city will probably give the
same verdict. VHaffles" Is decidedly
one of the most Interesting dramas
of Its kind. and. the title role that
Of th
dbonir, polished man of the
world, who steals because ha cannot
help it, fits Mr. Kent precisely, even
better, 'perhaps, than did some of the
romantic characters in which he has
Vbeen seen before.
There will be a matinee on Wednesday afternoon at which the curtain will be rung up at 3:15 o'clock
for the benefit of the late diners.1
-

MISS LUTZ
208 South Saeond

HOLIDAY

WE AUK ItKAnY VOH
SHOPPE1US.

It will be
trade early.

to your advantage

to

Toy Round Table, Mission style,

top, 16 Inches high. ,$1.50
Same style table, smaller aize.. 1.00
Toy Beds, white enameled wood
76c
14xS2
folding sewing
Ladles'
22-ln-

r

wrn
U

'

L

I

L

I

THE

T T

ill

36-ln-

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

1

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and if u a ran tee A Square Deal. '

tables
Extra size, heavy

Silk PlUBh
black
Robe,
Lap
Buggy
ground, beautiful colored ani.115.00
centers
mal
Double-barrGordon make
15.00
vhotguns

.......

dot-lg-

el

We

Drop-hea-

d,

ball-bearin- g,

er Sewing Machine
THE MAZE.
Win. K1EKE Proprietor.

20.00

Carboliseed Witch Hael
Good
Salve la healing and soothing.
for pile. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly.
FEE'S HOSrE MADE CANDIES.
WALTON'S DKUQ STORE.
ritw ri rectories may be had at The
Citizen office at $1 each.
FEE'S DELICIOUS HOT CHOCOLATE. WALTON'S DRtO STORE.
De-Wlt- fs

We Clean Your

Clothes

CLEAN
Our

Pressing

MONTEZUMA

stays

CIEAMHG

AND

PRESSING

,210 West Gold.

Best place to trade In town.
Grocery Co.

ososososotnscmosGscmcmosos
208 South Second Street
Chinese, Japanese, Indian
r
and Mexican Goods, Curios, China, Vases and Straw
2 Articles, Fancy Ware and Bric-a-br-

SAM KEE

OOOOOOOO000OG

Open Evenings Until Christmas

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 South Second

:

119 West Gold

I

T7E HAVE

made it the inviolate rule of our business,
and have laid it upon our honor, to offer for sale
only such things as are unequivocally the best in most
cases, regardless of price. Many articles, such as table
silver, fine hand painted china, and cut glass, can be
secured of us at about half what you pay dealers that
carry it as a side line. Suggestive of what we have:

Fine Haviland China in sets or odd pieces, hand
painted China,
dinner sets, cut glass,
vases, ornamental lamps, Roger Bros, table silver,
carving sets, chafing dishes,
tea sets,
fine shaving sets, cutlery, scissors, guns, revolvers,
all kinds of mechanics' tools in sets.
semi-porcela-

in

after-dinn-

er

Buy your wife a "Majestic" Range
None Better

Wagner Hardware Co.

Jeweler

321-32- 3

West Central

r Useful Holiday Gifts
The gift that proves useful will always be appreciated more than
any other.

Many useful, as well as practical holiday
gifts can be secured at our store.

j

Here Ate a Few Suggestions
Stag Handle Carvers
Table Cutlery

Saddles
Shaving Sets
Pocket Knives
Razors
Tea and Coffee Spoons
Ranges

VANN JEWELRY CO.
O

Suspender Sets, Leather Cuff Cases
Leather Handkerchief Cases,
Leather Collar Bags.
Prince Albert Suits,
Full Dress Suits.

The Leading

sold at reasonable prices.

This is the last week
before Christmas

nd

,8

FOR CHRISTMAS

Remember, we are headquarters for everything in the
Jewelry line, Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Combs, Lorgnettes, Purses, Shopping Bags,
Silver Tea Sets, Plated Sets, Knives and Forks, Carving sets,. Water Sets, Toilet Sets, Manicuring Sets, Jewel
Cases, Silver Clocks, Gilt Clocks, Grandfather's Clocks,
Canes, Umbrellas, and an unequaled assortment of Cut
Glass.

With choice Jewelry, Silverware
and everything in the line, bought
with judgment and experience, and

ac

Four-in-Ha-

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Suitable for Christmas Gifts. Quality is
itye criterion of. cheapness, and for 25
years it has been our aim to sell goods
that will give satisfaction. We are not
making startling discounts on goods
that have been marked too high, but are
giving the very best values possible.
Compare our cut glass (the Celebrated
Hawks) especially, with that offered
elsewhere, and you will surely bring us
your trade.

WELL FILLED

ooaooaooaoo3ocoo

Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes.
Dressing Gowns, Silk Hat Cases
Ties tZZ
Silk Ascots,

;

A LITTLE STORE

O00O0OO3O000O OOO0000CCOOO0

OUR FULL HOLIDAY LINE IS
NOW DISPLAYED

Diamonds Jewelry
Cut Glass, etc.,

O000S0O0C)OOOO

Phone 1105.

O0O0OOOOOCOOO

SIMON STERN

,

Pressed
COMPANY

Thia is the 25th year that we have catered
to you in the line of

to 35c

SuitsA nice line at

Boys

To the People of Albuquerque

u

I07.

At Popular Prices

Auctioneer.

RAFFLES,

IT,'

Lf.nsa GrlndlngZOone en Premises

CO IE

SCOTT KN'IOHT.

F.MIJKU

Holiday Goods

,

for-Iff-

COME

Men'a
Men'

""!,
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Closing Out Sale

EVENINO
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CANDY
BUY YOU

Christmas Candy J

SCHUTT'S
219 SOUTH SECOND ST.
The only exclusive Candy
Dealer in the city.

nf- Druoo Store

iiS -

Q

The:

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

PER CENT ON

ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE TIIE BEST Gallup Coal, meriean
Block, Crested Butte BTard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

CASH Off INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go
Extra Fancy Bon Boas,
fore January 1st
Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
some Silk" Petticoats, Fine Shirt Waists.

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

519 WEST CENTRAL

Home Made, Fresh, Pore,

Chocolates, Fruit and Nat
Candles, Candy Canes
and Staples. Choicest line
of Candy Baskets -- and
Boxes in the Southwest.

Ftill 2,000 Pounds

Company
Plp

STREET

WE GUARANTEE

AmericanCloak
DISCOUNT CV

til NORTH FIRST

Be-

Hand-.-.1-

L

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW STORF

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502

Sooth First

